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Calloway
Middle
3rd in Ky.
Reads
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By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer
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Calloway County Middle
School students apparently took
a challenge to boost summer
reading skills to heart.
The Kentucky Department of
Education encourages all students to read during the summer
through its "Kentucky Reads"
program. Calloway Middle finished third in the state this year,
behind Science Hill Elementary
School in Science Hill and Roy
G. Eversole Elementary School
in Hazard.
Last year. Calloway Middle
came in first place in the state.
According
to
Kathy
Mansfield, library media/textbooks consultant at the KDOE,
"Kentucky students were challenged to submit their 'Pledge
to Read' for the summer on
www.Lexile.com/fab/KY
between May 1 and August 31,
2015. Participants pledged to
read 33,991 books over the
summer."
Kentucky was number one in
the nation in summer reading
pledges for the challenge for the
third year in a row, Mansfield
said in an email.
"This is Calloway Middle's
second year in a row to win a
prize," she said.
Calloway Middle library
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t For in the same way you
judge others, you will be
judged, and with the measure
you use, it will be measured to
you.
Matthew 7:2
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Murray State Head Men's Basketball Coach Matt McMahon speaks Tuesday morning
during the monthly Business @
Breakfast fo the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce inside the Murray Room
of the CFSB Center.

MISD approves Murray High project MCTA offers
The Murray Independent School
District Board of Education unanimously
voted to approve the initiation of the partial renovation and new construction at
Murray High School during the October
board meeting on Tuesday night.
Bob Rogers, the district's superintendent, introduced the measure as the first
action item on the docket, detailing the
known specifics of the renovation. The
partial renovation would include reconstruction of the current academic, admin-

istrative and library areas of the school.
Rogers commented, "The construction
would be completely out of the building
fund, no general fund dollars will go into
this program and we do have the funds to
cover this estimated $15 million project."
Rogers also made the case for the partial
renovation."The high school was built in
1970 and according to the most recent
evaluations, all the plumbing, electricity
and wiring has outlived its time. It's recommended that we go on and add a new
section," he said.
The expected start date would follow the

completion of the Career Technical Center
but in the meantime, Rogers stressed that
the architect selection process is the next
pressing step. He estimates that the rest of
the calendar year will be needed to select
the right architect and produce schematic
designs.
Donnie Winchester, board member,
offered words of encouragement before
the vote, "I think we've talked about it
long enough, it's time to get started."
Murray High was brought up not only

III See Page 5A
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Calloway
County
Magistrate
District 3 Don
Cherry, left,
chats with
Kentucky
Agriculture
Commissioner James
Corner
Tuesday.

During an interview Tuesday
morning with The Ledger &
Times, Kentucky Agriculture
Commissioner James Comer felt
the buzz of his cellphone several
times as it was on silent.
He said it has been this way for
nearly a week, first, when friends
and colleagues learned that Ed
Whitfield was retiring from the 1st
District Congressional seat and,
second, since Corner announced a
day later that he would seek that
seat in the 2016 Republican primary.
"Pretty much, it's been every
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Corner's Congressional campaign stops in Murray
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Murray State Head Men's
Basketball Coach Matt
McMahon spoke of team
building and the need to seek
wisdom from other sources
Tuesday as he addressed the
October
Business
Breakfast hosted by the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
It was also rather appropriate that McMahon was
speaking in front of many of
the community's business
leaders, being that he recently became the 100th member
of the Young Professionals
of Murray group that formed
at the beginning of this year.
'People here have just been
incredible to me and my
family," said McMahon,
who is starting his first season as the Racers' head man
after serving as the top assistant to Steve Prohm, who
several months ago left MSU
to become head coach at
national power Iowa State.
"Twenty years ago, it
became a dream of mine to
be a head coach, and it WSW tt'.
big win in my life when I
was given this chance. There
is no better gift-that you can
give somebody than to

By MORGAN WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
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Adult Ed use
of office space
By MORGAN WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Murray Calloway Transit
Authority Board met on
Tuesday morning to discuss a
new educational program for the
community, advertising opportunities and the potential utilization of solar panels.
The MCTA teamed up with
Calloway
County
Adult
Education to offer their office
building as a new site for adult
instruction.
The sessions will be on
Tuesdays from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
and all sessions are free of cost.
Instruction will be offered for
TABE (Test of Adult Basic
Education), GED, Compass,
ACT, and WorkKeys (to earn
the National Career Readiness
Certificate). Bus routes will be
available for transit to the classes.
Bjame Hansen, MCTA's executive director, announced a new
high-impact advertising opportunity involving bus wraps that
cover the three sides with color
panels designed by the individ-
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny, with
a high near 74. Northwest
wind 3 to 7 mph.
Night:
Wednesday
Clear, with a low around 47.
North wind around 6 mph
becoming calm in the
evening.

Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 78. Light and variable wind becoming south
southeast around 6 mph in
the morning.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 52.
South wind around 6 mph
becoming calm.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 67. North wind 7 to 9
mph.
Friday Night: Clear, with a
low around 41. North wind
around 6 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 60. North northeast
wind 5 to 8 mph.
Saturday Night: Clear,
with a low around 37. Light
north northeast wind.
Sunday: Sunny, with a
high near 62. Calm wind
becoming east northeast 5 to
7 mph in the afternoon.

•Corner stops...
From Front
major stakeholder in the 1st
District." Corner said as he
made a quick stop in Murray
that is part of a six-county.
three-day tour of the farthest
western reaches of the commonwealth."This is not just a grassroots movement, in my job as
commissioner, I've been able to
build a big name, and I think
that does give me a bit of an
advantage.
"It was one of those things
where (after hearing about
Whitfield's intentions last
week), my wife (Ti.) and I just
talked it over and prayed about
it, and about a week later,. I
think I can say we are very glad
I made the decision to run.
We've had a lot of people who
supported us (during his unsuccessful campaign for governor)
and in my time as commissioner, but I think we may also be
picking up some folks who
weren't supporting me before."
A lifelong resident of Monroe
County,Comer said he will visit
the far-western portion of
Kentucky frequently in his campaign. He said his time as commissioner has shown him how
important that area is to the
commonwealth.
"I love it here. In my time as
commissioner, in fact. I've

spent the most time here of any
part of Kentucky, and that's
because it is where the most
action is with agriculture," he
said, noting that the area generated the bulk of the $6 billion in
agriculture sales recorded in
Kentucky in 2014.
"Plus I won the 1st District by
30 percent in the primary,
despite being outspent by one of
my opponents 4 to 1. I also have
good relations with the local
officials, and that includes
Democrats.
"I'm the kind of person that
really doesn't care that much
about party. I care about people,
and what I like about this race is
that it's going to be a lot more
personal. I'll be able to meet
people, maybe even sit inside
their homes and talk about what
matters to them,like .1 did when
I was a state representative and
as ag commissioner. It's about
being accessible, and I think
Congressman Whitfield has
shown that in his time in
Washington."
Corner is the third candidate
to, enter the race to replace.
Hopkinsville's Whitfield, who
chose not to seek what would be
a '12th''term: Also entered as
candidates_are Hickman County
Attorney Jason Batts and
Whitfield's longtime district
director Michael Pape.•

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
CEO Jerry Penner is
shown speaking Tuesday
during the monthly
Business @ Breakfast in
the Murray Room of the
CFSB Center. The hospital
was the sponsor of
Tuesday's event and
Penner had the duty of
introducing the morning's
keynote speaker, Murray
State Head Men's
Basketball Coach Matt
McMahon.

Dear

II McMahon addresses breakfast...
"I pull up at 5:55 or so to get
ready (for his supervision duty)
believe in them.
and I suddenly noticed campus
"But the bigger win was the police pulling in behind me.
opportunity to raise my family in Then I noticed a crowd of people
Murray, Kentucky. I've got kids around the track and, well it
who are 2,4, and 7 who are turns out that one of our players
going to be able to grow up in had decided to run around the
this fine community. It's a real track and had kind of forgotten
honor to me."
to put his clothes on," McMahon
McMahon said he now finds recalled, drawing strong laughhimself in a much different posi- ter from the attentive audience
tion than he had at the age of 22 inside the Murray Room of the
when he took first coaching job CFSB Center on the MSU camas an assistant in 2000. In the pus.
first four months, he watched as
"Well, I'm having Christmas
the top two players on the team dinner later, and my dad asks
were dismissed, then another me, 'Matt, you have this nice
missed class, giving McMahon education, yet you're making
the duty of supervising a 6 a.m. $12,000 a year. I'm paying your
insurance and you've got players
running session as punishment.

From Front

running around naked. What are event called Holiday Hustle that
you doing?!' Well, fortunately I is set for December)and they've
stayed the course and kept work- hosted six development events."
sponsor
was
Tuesday's
ing."
_
-Calloway
County
In YPM, McMahon joins a Murray
group that is quickly gaining Hospital, which is in the midst of
strength locally. Chamber a strong 2015.CEO Jerry Penner
President/CEO Aaron Dail said told the gathering that MCCH
wrapping up a strong
the group was formed in an currently is
while its patient
year,
financial
retain
kuct
"recrthr,
attempt to
continues is at-an
young and talented people in our satisfaction
percent.
community," without them mov- all-time level at 91
the audireminded
also
Penner
communities.
ing on to larger
"They have hosted 10 lunch ence of the Because She Matters
that he and other
meetings so far with an average drive underway
hope will result
officials
hospital
of 55 people at those meetings,"
purchase of advanced
the
in
they're
"Also,
said.
Dail
detection equipinvolved with three service breast cancer
Donations for
eventually.
ment
activities locally (Kids Against
be made by texcan
cause
that
for
Project
Penguin
Hunger, the
Matters.•
Playhouse in the Park and a new ting 91999

Clinton, Sanders clash on guns,economy,foreign policy
Vegas roared with applause. A smiling attacks.
After Sanders,a self-described democratic
Clinton leached over to shake his hand and
derided "a casino capitalist process
socialist,
said,"Thank you, Bernie."
While the. five candidates onstage took by which so few have so much," Clinton
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Hillary Rodham issue with each other, they also repeatedly said it would be a "big mistake" for the US.
clinton and Sen. Bernie Sanders clashed sounded traditional Democratic themes — to turn its back on the system that built the
over U.S. involvement in the Middle East, such as fighting income inequality — that American middle class. Asked whether she
gun control and economic policy in the first are sure to carry over to the general election thought Sanders, who has a mixed record on
gun control legislation, had been tough
Democratic presidential debate Tuesday, campaign against the Republicans.
First, the Democrats must choose their enough on the issue, she said simply," No,I
outlining competing visions for a party
seeking to keep the White House for a third own candidate. And throughout most of the do not."
Joining Clinton and Sanders on stage in
two-hour debate Clinton played the role of
straight term.
Yet in a moment of political unity — and aggressor, an unexpected shift for a candi- Las Vegas was a trio of low-polling candilevity — Sanders leapt to Clinton's defense date who had barely mentioned her dates looking for a breakthrough moment:
on the iSgtie of her controversial email prac- Democratic rivals since launching her cam- former Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley,
paign six months ago. Until now, Clinton Jim Webb,a former Navy secretary and U.S.
tices as secretary of state.
"The American people are sick and tired and Sanders — who has emerged as her senator from Virginia, and Lincoln Chafee,
are hearing about your damn emails." toughest competition — have circled each the Republican-turned independent-turned
Sanders exclaimed as the crowd in Las other cautiously, and avoided personal Democrat from Rhode Island. III
By JULIE PACE and
LISA LERER
Associated Press

BREAST CANCER AWARENESS ' STATISTICS
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By The Numbers

Strength in Numbers, Power in Pink!
Mammography is the single most effective method to detect
breast changes that may be cancer, long before physical
symptoms can be seen or felt. Mammograms save lives. As
an ACR accredited, Pink Ribbon Facility, we take pride in
providing every woman warm robes, private dressing rooms,
and a dedicated women's center for comfort and privacy.
During October, HCMC Diagnostic Center will be giving a free tote, a
(arnation. and other goodies to every woman having a mammogram.
Plus, each woman will he entered in a weekly prize drawing.
Additionally. the MAMMOthon will be held Oct. 22 & 23, offering
extended hours, a reception, special gifts, and more!
For a list of all our Breast Cancer Awareness
Activities, go to www.hcmc-tn.org

reast cancer is a scary disease, no matter how you look at the numbers.
The fact that each year in the United States more than 200,000 women
get breast cancer and more than 40,000 die is eye opening.

These numbers, reported by the
American Cancer Society, should be
motivation enough for all Americans
to do their part in finding a cure.
Below are some other staggering
statistics regarding breast cancer from
the ACS. Let them convince you To
become involved.
• Most breast cancers are found in
women who are 50 years old or older.
• About 11 percent of all new cases
of breast cancer in the United States
are found in women younger than 45
years of age.
• African-American women have
the highest breast cancer death rates
of all racial and ethnic groups,and are
40 percent more likely to die of breast

cancer than Caucasian women.
•Breast cancer incidence rates have
steadily decreased in the U.S. since
2000.
• Besides skin cancer, breast cancer
is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among American women.
•In 2013,there were more than 2.8
million women with a history of breast
cancer in the U.S.
• About 5 to 10 percent of breast
cancers can be linked to gene mutations inherited from one's mother or
father.
•About 85 percent of breast cancers
occur in women who have no family
history of breast cancer.

•

To Schedule Your
Mammogram during Notional
Breast Cancer Awareness
Month in October, call
73,-644-8486, option 1.
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Iwys DAVE SAYS
By Dave Ramsey

It takes two
Dear Dave,
I've spent most of my marriage not being a
good husband and not being involved in ourfamily finances. After being introduced to one of your
programs, I realized how irresponsible I had been
and went home to apologize and tell my wife
about it. During this conversation I learned that
we have about $80,000 in debt I didn't know
about, plus $45,000 in debt on a new car and
motorcycle I did know about. We also have a
mortgage on our home. My wife apologized for
making a mess of things, but it wasn't all her fault.
She wasn't sneaking around spending and taking
out debt, she just made mistakes and was afraid to
tell me. Together, we make about $100.000 a year.
Can you help us?
Curtis
Dear Curtis,
I'm really glad you've made the decision to man
up. That's a big step in the right direction.
To me, what you described is a lot different than
her completely lying and actively having a financial
affair — so to speake. You weren't plugged in and
she wasn't doingajoodjab,but she didn't have anyone to talk to. Things got worse. then she probably
felt ashamed and didn't want to tell anybody.
Not counting your house, you've got about
$125,000 in debt. You've got to look at all this with a
$100,000 income and say, "What is the fastest way
to clean up this dadgum mess!" That going to

mean beans and rice, rice and beans. That means a
scorched-earth lifestyle and living on a budget,
which also means you're nor going out to eat, not
going on vacations. and you're going to start selling
so much stuff that the kids think they're next.
I'd probably sell the car and the motorcycle. Get
into a couple of basic cars, and spend about two
years ofcrazy intensity getting debtfree exceptfor
your home. You can clean this up thatfast, but
you're going to have no life during that time.
The two of you have some relationship work to do
also. It sounds like you've already started on that
with you owning your part and her owning hers. The
thing is not to blame. From this pointforward you
need to sit down together and make all of your decisions — financial and otherwise — together.
Trust me. if you're both willing, you can heal the
math problem. the debt problem and the marriage
problem all at the same time. It will be an amazing thing!
—Dave
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on
numey and business, and CEO ofRamsey
Solutions. He has authored five New York Times
hest-selling books. The Dave Ramsey Show is
heard by more than 8.5 million listeners each
week on more than 550 radio stations. Dave's latest project, EveryDollar, provides a free online
budget tool. Follow Dave on Twitter at
@DaveRamsey and on the web at
daverarnsey.com.

II Kentucky Reads...
From Front
media specialist Angie Jones said that
at the end of the school year, the students are brought into the reading lab.
"We encourage them to read over
the summer so they don't lose
ground," she said. -We tell them they
can go to the public library over the
Jones said that the students that
participate in "Kentucky Reads" are
asked to go online to take a pledge.
"We challenge them. Can you read
one? Four? Some will choose one but
I think the program is based on how
many take the pledge," she said.
The library media specialist said
the students don't have to have a
book in hand to participate; they can
download a e-book to a cell phone or
tablet.
Jones said she told students they
can use the OverDrive application.

"With OverDrive,you can use your
library card to sign up and create an
account. You can look for e-books
and audio books." she said.
"If you live far out in the county,
this app really helps them keep up
with books. It's awesome and it's
Jones said that although she personally prefers to have a book in
hand, it's important to have students
continue to read.
"I want them to have a real book in
their hands but sometimes they can't
have it. The app is on the phone and
it makes it easier to gain access. The
public library is really great about
giving that access," she said.
Aside from the title of being third
in the state this year, being in the top
four also has its perks.
According to Mansfield, "each
school will receive a free one-year

subscription to an online resource
provided by companies that partner
with MetaMetrics."
MetaMetrics is an educational
resource for reading, math and writing. Last year Jones said CCMS
received TeenBiz3000.
-Students can log in and read. It
helps kids who need to bumped up a
bit. Reading scores did improve but
it's expensive," she said.
She said that the school might not
have been able to get the program
had it not been for "Kennicky
Reads."
Jones said she was not sure what
prize Calloway Middle would be
receiving this year but is confident it
will be a learning application of some
kind.
"We're honored (to be third in the
state) and just so excited and proud,"
Jones said.

HEARING
TECHNOLOGYEVENT
10 DAYS ONLY!

ii

OCT. 14 - OCT. 24
EXPERIENCE THE
LATEST HEARING
TECHNOLOGY
This is a Limited time Offer
• Free Hearing Screening Tests
• Free Otoscopic Exam of Your Ear

Appointments Required,

CALL TODAY
270-753-8055

Create Your
Community Legacy:
Frequently'
asked
questions
Special to the Lodger
When the Murray-Calloway
County Community Foundation
(MCCCF) launched in 2010, its
primary mission was and continues to be, to help local non-profit
organizations such as charities,
churches,cemeteries,our hospital,
our schools including Murray
State University, our county and
city agencies such as our park and
airport, to establish endowments.
'The goal is to benefit these organizations for years to come and to
supplement or even replace the
annual fundraising drives these
organizations initiate every year.
Harold Hurt, president of the
MCCCF,was recently interviewed
about the foundation and gave the
following answers:
What is a community fouodation?
A community foundation is a
non-profit, tax-exempt, community supported, grant-giving organization. It is a public charity that
develops broad support from many
unrelated donors with a wide range
of charitable interest in a specific
community. A community foundation maintains endowments for the
non-profits of the community it
serves.
How did you become involved
in the Murray Community

6m4ontaitty
FOUNDATION'
Article 45
Foundation?
I became involved after attending an exploratory meeting of citizens of Murray and Calloway
County for the potential need for a
community foundation in our
community. I saw the community.
foundation as a means of securing
the future of non-profits in our
community through endowments
that are established in perpetuity
What do you see for the future
of the community foundation?
Endowments
established
through our community foundation will give our non-profits the
means to insure annual grants for
their organizations forever. Our
community foundation provides
our friends and citizens a means to
establish gifts for the non-profits
that they would like to support for
future generations.
How are foundations funded?
Foundations are funded by gifts
from donors that desire to create or
contribute to an endowment for a
non-profit that they want to support in perpetuity..
When was the foundation
started and why?
Our foundation was organized in

the fall of 2010 but we did not
commenix accepting amtnbutions
for endowments until July 3011
with the start or our Founders
Program. Our Founders Program
will end on Dec. 31 of this year.
After that date, we will still seek
new members for our foundation
but they will not be recognized as
onginal founders. Our community
foundation was created to provide
friends and residents of Murray
and Calloway County the opportunity to create or contribute to
endowments for our non-profits
today and for all future generations. Our non-profits can increase
their annual budgets from the
grants that are made on an annual
basis from their endowments.
Who can benefit from the
foundation'?
Any and all of our residents,former residents and friends of our
community. are given the opportunity to make gifts on a current
basis and to make gifts through
their estates. Our non-profits benefit from having endowments that
will provide annual grants forever.
Gifts by our donors are "Gifts that
Keep on Giving Forever."
To learn more about MCCCF
and how you can get involved,
visit mcccf.org or contact Harold
Hurt,President of MCCCF,at 270761-6880 or any of the following
board members: Linda Avery: 270753-0060, Gary Brockway: 270753-0503, Matt Hale: 270-7535411, Sarah Jones: 270-227-8010,
Brian Overbey: 270-767-2000,
Dick Weaver: 270-753-2899,Zach
Dunlap: 270-816-3880. II

Correctisi

MCTA offers...
From Front
ual businesses.
The board members said that they are excited to offer this service in three-year leases.
The board has a new program slated for decision at next
month's meeting about the adoption of solar panel technology.
The venture into renewable energy comes with incentives besides
decreasing carbon emissions. Financial incentives are available
with the Tennessee Valley Authority's Green Power Providers
program including lower monthly energy bills, tax credits, and
grants to offset the inital construction costs.
Board members said that these programs and innovations are all
apart of the MCTA's dedication to serving the Murray community. As Jeanne Mathis, board member, expressed, "It's all about
service for the transit authority, and service for the community."
For more information about the adult education program
offered- at the MCTA, contact Attica Smith with the Calloway
County Adult Education at 270-759-5525. For more information
about advertising with bus wraps, contact the MCTA at 270-7539725.•

Due to an error, a story that
appeared in Tuesday's Ledger &
Times showed that 5th District
state Rep. Kenny Imes of Murray
had voted against House Bill 4 in
the 2015 session of the Kentucky
General Assembly. This was incorrect, as Imes cast a vote to approve
the measure. The Ledger & Times
regrets the error.
———
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM

EVERYONE IS INVITED
TO ORDER!
Name:

Email:

Home Phone:

Cell Phone:

Address:
SIGNATURE:

QUANTITY

PRICE

DESCRIPTION
Navel Oranges, 4/5 Bushel

$27.50

Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel

$19.50

Hamlin (Juice) Oranges, 4/5 Bushel

$21.50

Orlando Tangelos 4/5 Bushel

$21.50

"Sunburst" Tangerines, 2/5 Bushel

$18.50

Grand Slam Gift Box, 2/5 Bushel.

... .

TOTAL
PRICE

.$21.50

(6 Red Deisnons Apples 6 Pears, 3 Golden Delicsons Appies and 16-20 Ni Oronges)

Holiday Gift Pack, 2/5 Bushel

$21.50

(10 Navel Oranges, 11 Grtprfnot 10 Red Deiscunts Apples(

Looking for Financing Options?

SPECIAL FINANCING
AVAILABLE*
*Subject to credit approval. Ask for details.

Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS
dor
Call Today and Schedule Your Hearing Test

70-753-8055 or toll-free 1-800-949-57

ram STONE-LANG CO.

Orange Juice -Super Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans

$44.50

Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/16 Oz. Cans

$42.00

HoneY !Crunch Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$36.00

Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$41.00

Butter-Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$38.00

Mixed Nuts(50% Peanuts), 12/1 Lb. Cans

$62.00

Peanut Gift Pack,(6/3 pkg. per case)

$58.00

Select Whole Cashews, 12/1 Lb. Cans

$86.00

Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$80.00

Fresh Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/16 Oz. Bags

$100.00

,

HEARING
REHABILITATION

210 S 12th St.• Murray • www.stonelang.com

Caramel Corn with Nuts,6/20 Oz. Decorative Cans - NEW.. $55.00
Chocolate Nut Gift Pack,6/2 Can Packs
(10 or chocolate cooered cashews & 10 co chocolate conned almond)

$62.00

Roasted Almonds, 12/9 Oz. Cans

$58.00

Berry Nut Trail Mix,6/15 Or. Tins per Case' NEWT

$55.00

Please call the office at 270-753-4703 or return this form by Oct. 28 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071.
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To the Editor,
What happened to the separation of church and state?
Has it died, or been forgotten?
I, for one, am tired of hearing about the same-sex marriage
case. I think the courts should b strict about not allowing any
court official to let religious belief interfere with their sworn
duties.
I would like to see any court official who refuses to do
their job for any reason be relieved of them immediately.
In politics, there have always been fence straddlers. We have
one now in Jack Conway, the man I was going to vote for,
until now.
The laws and rules should apply to all ... no exceptions,
including county clerks.
Sincerely,
Harold L. Fones.
Murray

OD LETTERS POLICY
cagiscwtesns.essaiie .a106,40./40i✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or .-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must include a name, address and phone
number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington *)

, U.S. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
SRC5 Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20510
www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115

State Rep. Kenny Imes(R-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: Kenny.imes@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Stan Humphries(R-Cadiz)
Suite 209, 702 Capitol Avenue
e-mail: Stan.humphries@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
(502) 564-8100 Ext. 870
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Dialog on suicide inspires Walk of Remembrance
At 6:22 pm, September 20,
1909, the Clinton Helm family of Junction City, Ky.,
received a 6-word telegram:
"Come at once. Fannie is dead."
The next morning,Jennie Helm,
Fannie's beloved sister, boarded a train to Cincinnati to
retrieve
her
five-year-old
nephew. Someone had to bring
the boy home to Boyle County. His parents were divorced,
and his father, Rolla Davis,
had been murdered in Perryville, Ky., on July 4, 1908.
Now, as a result of his mother's scandalous suicide, he was
an orphan.
This family story belongs
to my husband's father, Roy
Davis, Sr., but the tragic tale
and its aftermath were never
discussed. Instead, the telegram
and a few other keepsakes from
the family's past were set aside
for safekeeping from prying
eyes. The Helm and Davis
clans survived,but they endured
in silence and shame.
That is how it happens with
suicide even today. Formal
announcements
are
often
couched in careful language,
as if euphemisms could blunt
the sharp edges of such inexplicable loss. If discussed at
all, the words are uttered in
whispers as families and friends
struggle with anger, guilt, and
despair.
When I post an item on
Facebook that 1 am writing
about suicide, a friend from high
school contacts me to say that

her sister took her own life at
age 32. "...to this very day, I
have found it so hard to accept,"
Juanita admits in her email.
"I'm not judging her, but I
can't imagine ever getting to
a point in my life that suicide
would be an option."
Four decades after a similar loss, another reader is still
confounded by her mother's
decision to end her life. "What
she left behind was a stigma
that we will never live down
and a pain that is with us
always," the daughter writes.
"It's been 40 years this November and still breaks my heart.
So many lives were changed
- so many people felt like it
was their fault - everyone from
her hair dresser to the pharmacist to everyone who knew
her. I was mad for a long time
- sometimes I still am."
For those left behind, unresolved grief leaves a trail of
confusion and anger. Emily,
another reader, bristles when
people claim that suicide is an
act of supreme selfishness. "To
say that completely misses the
point...We call people crazy
or nuts, or bipolar, without
thinking about those who are
going through legitimate health
issues," she says.
"While I'm always a proponent of getting help," she continues, "it doesn't surprise me
that people don't, when it is
daily expressed to keep it hidden, or it is used to say why
someone is flawed."

In
an
effort
to
attract support
and
engender
compassion
for
those
affected by
suicide, a
Warriors of
Hope Walk
is scheduled Main Street
for Satur- By Constance
day, OctoAlexander
ber 17, at Ledger & Times
Chestnut
Columnist
Park
in
Murray.
Registration for the event is
at 3:30, with opening ceremonies at 4:00 pm.
Retired minister of Murray's
Glendale Road Church of
Christ, John Dale, co-chairs
the event with Pat Harrington,
also from Murray. The reverend tells me that the Suicide Prevention Coalition of
Calloway County was initiated at the insistence of Dottie
Kraemer, when she was concluding her tenure as director
of the local ASAP, Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention.
"At the Coalition's organizational meeting on March 17,
2015," he said, "I agreed to
serve as co-chair with Pat Harrington, who seven months earlier suffered the loss of her
husband, David, to suicide."
John Dale has his own story
too. "My mother died by sui-

cide when she was thirty-nine
years old, so I have been challenged and perplexed by the

Benri

subject since my childhood.
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The Coalition is committed to
filling the . need for accurate
information,

compassionate

intervention, and proper referral for professional counseling."
On Saturday, participation
in the walk is free, but there
is a suggested registration of
$25. All proceeds stay in Calloway County to benefit education and training activities
of the Coalition. Anyone interested is welcome to participate, with or without a donation.
More information is available on Facebook under Suicide Prevention Coalition of
Calloway County.

Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@twc.com

The Civil War in Kentucky
[Writer's note: This brief nial remembrance of the Civil
series on the Civil War ran War, has been marred by conin 2011, the first year of the troversies over a flag and a
150th commemoration of the statue, and even more horrifwar. Of course, the remem- ically by fatal mass shootings
brance of the war will never in the South and around the
end, but to bring an end to country. Problems of violence
the sesquicentennial commem- and race and sectionalism are
oration of the war in this col- still with us today.
umn, I have decided to run
Perhaps the division and
this brief series again. The heartache of the Civil War was
war rent the nation, but it and is more evident in Kenespecially split apart the Com- tucky than in any other state.
monwealth of Kentucky, and Coveted by both sides, the
the repercussions we still feel Commonwealth identified with
today.]
the South as a slave state and
with the North with its strong
For the last four years, we stand for union. Henry Clay
citizens in the United States made sure of that.
Confedhave remembered in various erate John Mosby said, "I
ways and in numerous venues always understood that we went
the American Civil War. The to war on account of the thing
war raged from 1861 to 1865, we quarreled with the North
so 2011 to 2015 represents the about. I never heard of any
conflict's sesquicentennial or other cause of that quarrel than
150th anniversary. This has slavery." Yet, in 1850 the
been in no way a celebration, state had emblazoned on the
of course, but rather a remem- Washington Monument the
brance. As Shelby Foote, the words: "Under the auspices
late, great Civil War historian of heaven and the precepts of
and novelist, put it in an inter- Washington, Kentucky will be
view during Ken Burns' the last to give up the union."
With the firing on Fort
poignant Civil War documentary, -The Civil War was the Sumter in April, 1861,and Prescrossroads in our nation's being. ident Lincoln's call for troops,
. . And it was a helluva Beriah Magoffin, Kentucky's
pro-southern governor declared,
crossroads."
Perhaps it is appropriate, "I say emphatically, Kentucky
albeit just as tragic, that 2015, will furnish no troops for the
the past year of sesquicenten- wicked purpose of sulluing

her sister
southern
states."
But with a
pro-union
legislature,
as
state
after state
left
the
Union,
Kentucky
r e m - Home and
Away
ained—
By James
divided,
confused, Duane Bolin
uncer- Ledger & Times
Columnist
tain—but
still in the
Union.
President Lincoln certainly
recognized the importance of
the land of his birth. "I think
to lose Kentucky is nearly the
same as to lose the whole
game," he said. And an abolitionist stated it even more
succinctly: "Mr. Lincoln would
like to have God on his side,
but he must have Kentucky."
Thus divided, Kentucky officially declared neutrality in
May, 1861, or as one Kentucky lawyer put it,"My native
state . . . solemnly voted to
take neither side in the Civil
war . . . and maintained her
consistency... by taking both."
Both sides sought troops here;
both set up recruiting stations
in or near the state. But as

much as Kentucky is viewed
by some as a southern state,
over 100,000 Kentuckians
(23,000 African Americans
among them) wore Union Blue,
and no more than 40,000 fought
in Confederate Gray. (My
source for these figures is Lowell H. Harrison and James C.
Klotter, A New History of Kentucky (Lexington: University
Press of Kentucky: 1997), the
most respected textbook on
Kentucky history, Lowell H.
Harrison, The Civil War in
Kentucky (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1975)).
Merton Coulter famously stated that Kentucky only seceded after the war.
Please return to "Home and
Away" next week as we continue the saga of Kentucky in
the Civil War during this last
year of the sesquicentennial.
Duane Bolin, who had ancestors who fought in Union Blue
and Confederate Gray, teaches
in the Department of History at
Murray State University. Contact
him
at
jbolin@nuu-raystate.edu
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Carroll Dean Walker

Nellie Marie Burnley

Carroll Dean Walker, 82, of Murray. Kentucky, died Sunday,
October I I ,2015 at his home.
He was born in Livingston County, Kentucky on March 10, 1933
to Clarence Walker and Pearl Fuller Walker.
He retired as the Dean of Students at South East Missouri
University (SEMO),Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
He was preceded in death by his parents; one daughter, Tammie
Lusk and four brothers and three sisters.
Mr. Walker is survived by his wife, Cathleen Walker of Murray;
two sons, Jeff Walker and wife Alecia of Benton and Kenneth
Hamilton and wife Jeanette of Murray; five grandchildren.
Benjamin Boitnott, Kenna Walker. Virginia McIntosh, Lee
Hamilton and Carlotta Groves; nine great-grandchildren,. Lillian
Boitnott, Gavin Boitnott, Christian McIntosh, Haley McIntosh,
Isabella Hamilton, Jaylynn Groves, Jason Groves, Jay-den Groves
and Joanna Groves.
A memorial service will be Wednesday. Oct. 14,2015 at 1 p.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating. Visitation will be Wednesday,Oct. 14,2015 prior to the memorial service from noon until the time of the memorial service at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, PO Box 1000, Dept. 142, Memphis,TN 381019908.
Online condolences may be left at www.thechurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Nellie Mane Burnley, 78, of Murray, Kentucky, died Monday.
Oct. 12, 2015 at Baptist Health, Paducah, Kentucky.
Marie was born March 27, 1937 in Harviell, Missouri to Clarence
and Iva Mae Hover Dunlap.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Professor
Bill Burnley; two brothers. Cecil and Earl Dunlap and a sister, Betty
Mae Dunlap.
Mrs. Burnley is survived by three children, James Burnley of
Louisville, Anna Marie Burnley (Dean Stoddart) of Tallahassee,
Florida and Ramona Simone of Louisville; three brothers, Howard
Dunlap and wife Thelma of Harviell; Everett Dunlap and wife Paula
of Plymouth, Illinois and Walter Dunlap and wife Nelda of Revere,
Missouri; a sister, Mary Clem of Kahoka. Missouri and three grandchildren. Kazimer Tapp. Zosia Tapp and Bella Stodclart.
Funeral services will be at 10 a.m., Thursday,.Oct. 15,2015 at the
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray with Phillip
McClure officiating. Graveside services will be at 3 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 15, 2015 at Kinsey Cemetery near Poplar Bluff, Missouri.
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday. Oct. 14, 2015 at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray. is in charge
of arrangements.

William J. 'Bill' Benriter
illiain J "Bill" Benriter, 73. of Murray,
Kentucky, died Sunday. Oct. 11, 2015 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was born in Monroe. Michigan on July 22,
1942 to William K. Benriter and Eunice R. Koppes
Benriter, who preceded him in death.
He retired after 17 /
1
2 years as the Director of
Food Services for Murray State University. Before
coming to Murray State, Mr. Benriter served in
various food service capacities as instructor and
director at Powell Cbmmunity College in Powell
Benriter
Wyoming; at Eastern Michigan University and at
Oregon State University. Mr. Benriter received two associate of science degrees from Ferris State University in Big Rapids. Michigan.
He later received his bachelor of science and master of science from
Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti, Michigan. Mr. Benriter
enjoyed volunteering for the Humaaa Society of Calloway County
and was a zealous fan of the University of Michigan football. He
was a member of First Christian Church in Murray.
Mr. Benriter is survived by his wife, Billie Henson Burton of
Murray. to whom he married Sept. 30, 1989 in Murray', Kentucky;
a stepdaughter. Alison Burton Epperson of Murray; a sister, Judy
Benriter Statti of Lakewood, California; and a stepgrandson, Jack
Epperson of Murray.
• Funeral services will be Thursday.Oct. 15, 2015 at 1 p.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Pastor Ruth Ragovin officiating.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be
Wednesday. Oct. 14,2015 from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy' can be made to Humane Society of
Calloway County, PO Box 764, Murray, KY 42071; MurrayCalloway County Hospice,803 Poplar Street, Murray,KY 42071 or
to the First Christian Church, 111 North 5th Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

if

McCracken deputy kills dog after alleged attack
Special to The Ledger
On October 11th at approximately' 2:42 p.m.,a 911 call was
received
by
PaducahMcCracken E-91 1 Dispatch
concerning a man being
attacked by two pit bull-type
dogs on Yarbro Lane in the
Farley area of McCracken
County.
According to a release from
McCracken
the
County
Sheriff's Department, arriving
deputies discovered Herbert
Brown,75, had been in his yard
with his dog - a daschund when the pit bull types came
into his yard and attacked the
much smaller dog. According to
Brown and a witness,one of the
larger dogs grabbed the
Dachshund by the neck and
started shaking it.
Brown came to the defense of
his pet and was subsequently
bitten on the right forearm.
During the struggle to free his
dog. Brown suffered numerous
cuts, one large laceration and a
broken finger.
A neighbor came to Brown's
aid and was able to free his arm.
Together. they' were able to get
both Brown and his dog to safety.
A McCracken County
Animal Control officer and
deputies located the dogs suspected of being the aggresors
near Evelyn Drive and several
attempts by Animal Control to
capture the dogs humanely were
unsuccessful.

According to the release, one
of the dogs came at the Animal
Control officer and Deputy Eric
Abbott in an aggressive manner
and, taking into consideration
that a person had already been
injured by the dog, Deputy
Abbott shot and killed that animal. The other dog was captured by family of the owner.
The release went on to say
that it was reported to the sheriff's department that Brown was
taken to Baptist Health of
Paducha and would need surgery on his right arm. It was
also reported that Animal
Control had cited the owner of
the pit bull-type dogs for
Harboring a Vicious Animal.•

The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Carroll Dean Walker,82
A memonal service will be Wednesday. Oct 14, 2015 ail p.m.
at the funeral home.

Imes Funeral Home & Crematory.
downtown Murray
David Stowers,49
Funeral service will be at 2 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 14, 2015 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.

•Murray High...

Alberta M. Underhill
Alberta M. Underhill, 76, of Murray, Kentucky
died at her home on Tuesday,Oct. 13,2015 after an
extended illness.
She was born in Spencer County,Indiana on Oct.
19, 1938 to William Henry Miller and Grace Leora
Crossley Miller.
Mrs. Underhill retired from Murray State
University in 2004 after 22 years of service as a
building service technician. Before working at
Murray State University. she spent 19 years with
Underhill the Simmons Company in Hammond, Indiana.
Mrs. Underhill loved to read, quilt, and embroider.
but most of all she loved spending time with her grandchildren and
family.
She was preceded in death by her parents; two sisters, Imogene
Ashcroft and Eloise Foster; and four brothers, Delmar Miller. J.W.
Miller. Floyd Miller and Raymcind Miller.
Mrs. Underhill is survived by her husband, William C. Underhill
of Murray. to .whom she married May 22, 1972 in Highland.
Indiana; one daughter. Lee Anderson and husband Joe of Murray:
one son. Charlie Underhill and wife Jessica of Murray; two sisters,
Roberta Herman and husband Paul and Edna Barnett and husband
Charlie, both of Murray; one brother. Hobert Miller and wife
Dianna of Sebree and five grandchildren, Austin Anderson, Kalea
Anderson, Lex Doom,Tyler Underhill and Kinsley Underhill.
Funeral services will be Friday. Oct. 16.2015 at 11 a.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Elijah Balentine and Rev. Shelby
Underhill officiating. ilAwrial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be Thutaday, Oct. IS, 2015 from 5-8 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left- at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

KSP charges man with murder
after pickup-lawn mower wreck
Special to The Ledger
The Kentucky State Police responded to a two-vehicle injury collision at about 12:42 p.m. Monday in the 3200 block of KY 1820 in
Melber in northern Graves County.
Preliminary investigation shows Helen M. Adams, 95 of Melber
was operating a riding lawn mower east on KY 1820. William R.
Crumbaugh, 24, of Cunningham was operating a 1999 GMC pickup traveling east on 1820. Crumbaugh ran into the rear of the lawn
mower,causing Adams to be ejected.
Adams was flown to Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville,
Tennessee where she succumbed to her injuries.
Crumbaugh was taken into custody prior to Adams' death and
charged with first-degree assault, operating a motor vehicle under
the influence of alcohol/drugs, second offense aggravating circumstance, driving on DUI suspended license, third aggravating circumstance, possession of marijuana, tampering with physical evidence
and Crumbaugh was served with an outstanding warrant out of
McCracken County for failure to appear.
Crumbaugh was taken to the Graves County Jail. Since Adams
died, KSP is seeking to amend the assault charge to murder.
KSP was assisted on the scene by Mayfield EMS, Melber Fire
Department, McCracken County' Sheriff's Department. and the
Graves County Sheriff's Department. Trooper Will Propes is continuing his investigation into the collision.

1515 CANTERBURY

From Front
regarding new construction
Tuesday, but for outstanding
achievement as well.
The meeting began with congratulations for the faculty and
students of Murray High for
being named a 2015 National
Blue Ribbon School. Murray
High School was the only high
school in Kentucky to receive
the honor this year.
The coveted National Blue
Ribbon School distinction is

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Republican attorney general candidate
Whitney Westerfield took aim at his opponent's close family ties to
Kentucky's governor Monday night, summing up the race as "experience
versus inheritance." Democrat Andy Beshear fired back by criticizing
Westerfield's record as a prosecutor and his reliance on outside money to
prop up his campaign.
The candidates for attorney general squared off during an hour-long
joint appearance on Kentucky Educational Television in Lexington.
The two also wrangled over how state leaders responded to the headline,grabbing case tif a county clerk who chose jail time over issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples. In doing so, Andy Beshear defended
his father's handling of the contentious issue in socially conservative
Kentucky.
The joint appearance came three weeks before Kentucky voters choose
a new attorney general on Nov. 3.
The incumbent attorney general. Jack Conway,is the Democratic nominee for governor this year. facing Republican Man Bevin.
Beshear. the son of GOV. Steve Beshear, touted his experience as a
lawyer and promoted his plans to combat child abuse, drug abuse and
scams against older Kentuckians. He said that legal background makes
him best qualified for the job as Kentucky's chief lays enforcement official.
"I'm battle tested," he said. "I've been in the largest litigations. I've taken
on government and I've won."
Westerfield stressed his background as a former county prosecutor and
his current role as a state senator.
Westerfield,chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee,pointed to his
role in helping craft legislation to combat heroin addiction and to allow
victims of abusive dating relationships to seek emergency protective
orders.
The Republican said he wants to beef up prosecution of cybercrimes
and said he'd challenge regulatory overreach by the federal government.
"I don't think this race should go to Andy because he's the son of the
governor," Westerfield said. "I don't think the people of Kentucky are
interested in dynastic politics. I've gotten here because of God's grace and
hard work,and I think that makes a big distinction between the two of us.
"You've got experience versus inheritance," he added.
Beshear said the only inheritance in the race is the millions of dollars
spent by the Republican Attorney General's Association on Westerfield's
behalf. The group has run attack ads against Beshear, who has raised considerably more money than Westerfield in the bare-knuckled race.•
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given to public and private
schools based on their overall
academic excellence or their
progress in closing achievement
gaps among student subgroups.
Murray High was one of 335
schools honored in the nation.
Teresa Speed, Murray High's
principal, and a faculty member
will attend a recognition ceremony on Nov. 9-10 in
Washington to receive a
National Blue Ribbon award
plaque and flag as symbols of
their accomplishments. IN

Kentucky attorney general candidates
don't mince words during TV debate
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Murray graduate
part of Lipscomb's
enrollment this year
Spacial to the Ledger
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — This
fall, two Murray area Vtedents
are members of Lipscomb
University's 2015-2016 freihman class.
They are Lauren Simmons,
strategic communication, a
graduate of Calloway County
High School and Rachel Keim,
interdisciplinary teaching K-6,a
graduate of Marshall County
High School.
These Murray residents are
among 669 freshmen enrolled at
Lipscomb University,contributing to the university's overall
record year enrollment of 4,686
after the first week of classes.
The university has experienced
an 86 percent jump in overall
enrollment over the last decade.
Lipscomb University was
named the 18th best college in
the South, according to the U.S.
News and World Report's "2016
America's Best Colleges"
guidebook as well as one of the

FUN

best colleges in the region for
veterans and one of the most
innovative schools.
Lipscomb University delivers
a complete liberal arts education
characterized by an integration
of Christian faith and practice
with academic excellence,
preparing each student spiritually, intellectually, socially and
physically for life and eternity.
Lipscomb' innovative curriculum and graduation requirements challenge students academically, spiritually and in
their role as global community
citizens.
Lipscomb
at
Students
University can earn a bachelor's, master's, doctorate or
graduate certificate in 188 fields
of study. The university offers
several pre-professional programs, an accelerated adult
degree program and an associate's degree for residents at the
Tennessee Prison for Women. NI

Preserving
avashion
voices with
WKMS

This beautiful fall weather
really puts us in the mood for soft
fuzzy sweaters and a great pair
of jeans.
With all the fun outerwear this
year, you'll look great even in the
couldest weather.
New faux far jacketsand vests
are wonderful layering pieces.
The fringe vests also make the
perfect piece for layering.
New Not Your Daughter's
Jeans have arrived in more great
styles.
Joseph Ribkoff has some
new pants this season that fit
wonderfully and flatter everyone.
The jewelry sale continues with
all earrings half price and we have
some starting for $11X)and $5.(X),
makes a good Christmas gift! A
large selection of necklaces are
also 1/2 off. More fall items are
also on the 1/2 off rack.
Try some of our figure flattering
leggings, they come in many
styles and colors, perfect for all
the tunics.
Like and share us on Facebook
to be eligible for our giveaway, a
$50 gift certificate.
Be sure to sign-up for our
newsletter to receive unadvertised
specials.
Stay tuned to next week's fun
andfashion report...
VOTED MURRAY'S
, FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2014

The Sornetlung For Erman,Store'
SOS Salk 1211,• Murray, KY • 753-7441

www.dkkelley.com

Special to the Ledger
WKMS-FM, Murray State
University's Public Radio
Station, will embark on its third
annual listening project collecting stories to air in a special
radio program,"Preserving Our
Voices," on Friday, Nov. 27.
This year the theme is "Life
Saving Stories." The project
mirrors the national program,
"StoryCorps," Which travels the
country recording personal stories to archive in the Library of
Congress.
This year WKMS seeks stories in which your life was forever altered or saved. Did a
chance encounter drastically
change your perspective on
life? Did it alter your path? Did
it save you from a bad decision?
WKMS is looking for conversations between two people,
including anecdotes, personal
experiences and memories that
may be preserved as an audio
keepsake.
WKMS will facilitate the
recording, you will simply need
to provide someone to do the
interview or know of someone
who has a great story to tell.
The stories may be included in
the radio program that airs during "Sounds Good Friday," on
Nov. 27, the National Day of
Listening.
To share a story, email
msu.wkms@murraystate.edu.
There will be more information
provided on-air and the website
for dates and time that the
recordings are scheduled.
For more information, call 1800-599-4737.

DATEBOOK

Cnyayeznen1

4-H Geology Club to meet
The 4-H Geology and Geo-Caching Club
will meet Thursday, Oct. 15, from 3:30-4:45
p.m. at the Extension Office.

Rebate night scheduled
The Eighth Wonders Breast Cancer
Survivors' Group will have a rebate night at Mr.
Gatti's on Thursday, Oct. 15,from 4-9 p.m. All
proceeds will go to the "Because She Matters"
Datebook fund
through the Murray-Calloway County
Martha
for the purchase of a Tomosythesis
Endowment
Finney Andrus,
Mammogram.
3-D
Community
editor

Library board to meet
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will
meet Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 4:30 p.m.

NSDAR to sponsor Colonial Dinner
The National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
(NSDAR)will sponsor a Colonial Dinner on Monday.Oct. 19, at 6
p.m., at Willow Bistro restaurant. This dinner is to commemorate
the 115th birthday of Mrs. Price Doyle whose home houses the
Willow Bistro. The Phi Mu Alpha Music Fraternity, which began
under the leadership of Dr. Price Doyle, will serenade during the
dinner. Cost is $25 per person and reservations are recommended
by calling 270-753-3233. The public is invited to attend.

MWC Home Department will meet
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, Oct. 15, at 11 a.m. at the clubhouse. Mike Crook from
Angel's Attic will present the program. Hostesses are Donna Smith
McGage and Shirley Robinson.

Underwood and Schmitt
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Underwood of Murray, Kentucky,announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Megan
Shea, to Anthony Ryan Schmitt, son of James and Katherine
Schmitt of Chesterton, Indiana and Tonya and Keith Salyer of
Salem, Kentucky.
Miss Underwood is the granddaughter of Cloia Campbell and the
late Clifton Campbell and the late Joe and Beauton Underwood.She
is a graduate of Mississippi Valley State University and Murray
State University. She is self-employed and works for her father at
Underwood Rentals.
Mr. Schmitt is the grandson of Jim and Pat Schmitt, Don and Pam
Kennedy and George and Barbara Riddle. He is a graduate of West
Kentucky Community and Technical College, Paducah and is
employed at Swift Roofing, Murray.
A beach wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 24, 2015 in Treasure
Island, Florida.
Invitations were sent.

Russell family reunion scheduled
The Russell family and friends reunion will be held Saturday,
Oct. 17, beginning at 9 a.m., at the Bayview Building at Kenlake
State Park. There will be a potluck dinner and entertainment will be
provided by Johnny B., Beverly and Froggy. Please bring photos.
For more information, call 270-759-5702 after 2 p.m.

CCHS SBDM Council to meet
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision-Making
Council will have a special called meeting on Thursday,Oct. 15, at
3:30 p.m. in the co-is Media Center.

Doggie Day Spa to be Saturday
Murray State University's Animal Health Technology/Pre-veterinary Club and the Humane Society of Calloway County are hosting a Doggie Day Spa on Saturday,Oct. 17,from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m.
at A. Carmen Animal Health Center, College Farm Road. Proof of
current rabies vaccination is required to participate. The Humane
Society will microchip dogs and Little Shop of Collars will make
custom pet ID tags on site as well as have a wide selection of collars, leashes and harnesses for sale. MSU animal health technology
and pre-veterinary students will bathe dogs, clean ears and trim
nails or provide "the works," for a reduced rate. The Humane
Society will have canine DNA test kits for sale. For details, contact
the Humane Society of Calloway County at 270-759-1884 or visit
www.ForThePets. org or like on Facebook.

Fabric needed for Sew-A-Thon
The United Methodist Women of Murray First United Methodist
Church will host their annual Sew-A-Thon in January of 2016.
Cotton fabric is needed to construct dresses,shorts and blankets for
the mission trip to Central America. If you have fabric that you
would like to donate, please call Margaret Fitts at 270-759-3950,
Anna Wright at 270-753-6835 or Louise Pool at 270-759-5729.

Cemetery seeks donations
Donations for the upkeep of Mt. Zion Cemetery may be made to
Evelyn Tucker, 2521 Potts Road, Kirksey, KY 42054.

Air Force Band Concert to be at Lovett
Members of the Air Force Band will present a concert Thursday,
Oct. 15, at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University. The concert is free and open to the public.

NAMI to meet Thursday

Photo provided

MURRAY ROTARY CLUB: Pictured is Randy Fox, a Rotarian
from Marshall County, who recently spoke at the Murray
Rotary Club meeting on membership gain and retention.

.1.111M.

f?i'Wnvited to a

The Murray NAMI(National Alliance on Mental Illness) Family
Support Group will meet Thursday, Oct. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Educational Services building of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, on the corner of Eighth and Elm streets. The support
group is for the family and friends of someone diagnosed with a
mental illness such as major depression, schizophrenia, bi-polar
disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and borderline personality disorder. At each
support group meeting, a sharing and support time lets attendees be
heard in a safe,confidential and welcoming environment. For more
information, call 748-6133.

Need Line accepting CSFP applications

%it4Liansed Personal Care Home!
Mostlongterm care insurance covers our services —
check with yourprovider TODAY.

1
MEETING
COLDWATER
CHURCH OF CHRIST

Need Line is accepting applications for the Commodity
Supplemental Food Program, which supplements the nutritional
needs of persons ages 60 or older. To be eligible for the program,
participants must be a resident of the county in which they apply,
meet income guidelines,and complete all paperwork. Apply in person at Need Line,509 N. Eighth St., Monday through Friday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information call 270-753-6333.
-mormion
ma.=*
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D•ar Calloway Taxpayer:
October 18-21,2015
Speaker: Andy Brewer
Mon-Wed
Sunday Worship
7:00 PM
10:15 AM
1:00 PM
morning services. Please plan
our
Sunday
will
follow
A pot luck
to enjoy this time offellowship with us. Everyone is invited.
Sun. Bible Class
9:30 AM

THE GARDENS

84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, KY
(2701 759 87
"
www.luckorywoodsal.com

Western Kentucky Chapter
serving Calloway Cotmty

Hillary Clinton compared the National Rifle
Association to the fascist Iranians and the communist Russians. This is mind boggling! Do you, Jack
Conway, go along with Hillary Clinton or where do
you stand on taking our guns away from us??
Come hear Dr. Jim Stuart, retired MSU professor,
speaking on "Obama's debt cascading toward $20
trillion staring at us in the abyss!! Next Mon. night,
Oct. 19 at 6PM in the Main St. Library Meeting Room
here in Murray. Sponsored by Concerned Taxpapers
of Western Kentucky.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
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CALLOWAY CLERK'S OFFICE OBSERVES BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
MONTH: Calloway Circuit Court Clerk Linda Avery is shown with her staff as they all don their
pink shirts as they "Put on the Pink" to observe Breast Cancer Awareness Month at the
Calloway County Judicial Building.

Lourdes Foundation Golf Open raises more than $83,000
Special to The Ledger
Lourdes Foundation's 16th Annual Charity Golf
Open raised more than $83,000 at the annual
event held on Aug. 31 at the Country Club of
Paducah.
The tournament hosted a total of 50 teams, with
200 golfers and volunteers participating. "We are
very humbled by the generosity of our donors and
community," said Steven Grinnell, Lourdes
President and CEO."With this funding, the healing ministry of Lourdes can be extended even further, providing compassionate, excellent care to
more members of our community in need."

The Lourdes Foundation Charity Golf Open has
raised nearly $850,000 in the past 16 years.
Donations to the Foundation improve the health of
our community by providing support for advanced
technology and projects and services that enhance
patient care at Lourdes.
"This golf outing is one of our biggest fundraisers each year," said Tara Miller, Lourdes
Foundation president. "The sponsors and donors
who participate make such a tremendous difference because their support is used by Lourdes
Foundation to fund important projecttethat bring
better healthcare to our community."

Special to The Ledger
the country how our community rallies together to
Baptist Health Paducah once again has reason raise awareness for this important cause."
for a celebratory dance - a second-place finish in
It was Baptist Health Paducah's fifth consecuthe 2015 Pink Glove Dance Video competition.
tive entry in the national contest,finishing sixth in
Medline Industries Inc. presented the $5,000 2011, eighth in 2012, fourth in 2013 and third in
prize today to the hospital's breast cancer charity 2014. Dona Rains, Baptist Health community outof choice, the American Cancer Society. To enter reach director, has chaired all five.
the contest, Baptist Health Paducah also raised
"Community involvement has grown each
more than $3,700 for its charity, the Your Fight year," Rains said. "Finishing
with more than
Cancer Fund, which benefits local cancer patients 62,000
votes means that many women -- not just
and services.
in our region, but across the state and even around
This is the fifth year of the Medline Pink Glove
the world -- have been reminded to see their docDance video competition, which aims to unite
tors, do monthly self-exams and get annual mamhealthcare professionals, breast cancer patients
mograms. Finding cancer early, when it is most
and survivors to celebrate and raise awareness for
treatable, is our goal."
those still fighting - all through the joy of dance.
Sue Maclnnes,chief market solutions officer for
Determined by public online voting, Baptist
Medline,
offered congratulations to Baptist Health
Health Paducah received 62,121 votes over a twoits video that grabbed the attention of
Paducah
for
week period.
walk for breast cancer awarethousands.
"Some
On-air personalities from WPSD Local 6, the
"Others
ness,"
run. We dance wearing
she
said.
hospital's video partner, joined Baptist Health
for
breast
pink
cancer
gloves
awareness and precaregivers, breast cancer survivors and other supvention.
It
is
mission to eradiMedline's
unified
porters in the video to remind women of the
cate
breast
cancer."
importance of early detection of breast cancer.
She said the Pink Glove Dance competition pro-The dance was a fun way to convey an imporcommunities with an organized event that
vides
tant message - early detection of breast cancer
supports
everyone touched by breast cancer and
through mammograms can save lives," said
Witham A. Brown, hospital president and West breast cancer-related charities with essential
Region executive. "We know,I in 8 women will resources for education and prevention initiatives.
get breast cancer. We are excited that we can show •
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Childbirth Fair
Saturday, Oct. 24•10 AM Noon
Larry Barton Atrium of
Doctors Office Building 2
2015
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KHSAA BOYS SOCCER REGION I DISTRICT 2 TOURNAMENT

Eagles eliminate Tigers from
postseason as Riley ties mark
"The tirst two games of the series, we
gave up 20 goals to them. I felt like we had
a very good defensive approach," Son said.
The narrative has been consistent for "They didn't really break through. We shut
head coach Martin Son and his Murray High out Rodrigo Garcia and I know they were
Tigers all year long ... they're a second half frustrated. But I felt like we played the game
team.
we wanted to and we put ourselves in the poWith MHS facing elimination against sition to be successful.(Graves County) was
Graves County on Tuesday night at the Mal- going to get more chances than us and they
lary France Soccer Complex, it was the Ea- were able to capitalize on it. The game plan
gles who put together a full product,spoiling worked the way we wanted it to, theoreticalthe party for the home crowd and advancing ly,just not scoreboard-wise."
to the Region 1 District 2 Tournament chamSenior Cole Riley came into the match
pionship match with a 4-1 semifinal win.
just two goals away from setting a school
It was a much closer match in the first record for goals in a season (36), but was
half than the one in the last contest, when the denied owenership of the mark. He scored
Graves County mercy-ruled Murray High a goal to tie the record but, for Riley, it was
11-1 on Sept. 29.
never about the accolade.

"I'm just proud of the team. I wasn't focused on the record," Riley said."We wanted to win. I'm not ever satisfied. We've had
our ultimate lows, but we bounced back. We
still fought."
The Tigers (9-13-0) and Eagles (144-2)
played a much less aggressive first half and,
although the Tigers held Rodrigo Garcia
scoreless, it was Brady Whetherington who
gave an encore performance to his five goals
in their last meeting.
Wetherington broke through the MHS
defense just 5 minutes into the match and
scored a goal off an assist from Alex Arellano for a 1-0 Graves County lead.
Murray High had only one shot in the
IN See Page 9A
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DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Hal Bogard drives with the ball against Graves
County during a Region 1 District 2 Tournament semifinal
match Tuesday at the Mallary France Soccer Complex.

KHSAA GIRLS SOCCER
REGION I DISTRICT 2 TOURNAMENT

DIVISION SERIES
ROUNDUP

Lady Tigers
advance to
title match

Cubs win
NLDS, top
Cards in
Game 4
The Associated Press

Traylor guides Murray
High past Lady Lakers
13y BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
As a former standout player at Calloway County High
School, Shauna Traylor never
had the privilege of advancing
to a district championship game.
However, she's going for the
second consecutive year as the
head coach of the Murray High
Lady Tigers, who secured their
fifth District 2 Tournament title
match appearance in the last six
years in a 3-1 win over the upstart Lady Lakers on Tuesday at
the Mallary France Soccer Complex on Tuesday.
MHS had to overcome a stiff
challenge put forth by Calloway
County.
"A 2-0 lead gave them a
chance and that's what I told my
players at the half," Traylor said.
"I don't want the other team to
think that they're still in it. We
didn't have a ton of attack in the
second half, but you want to play
against teams that never give up.
Calloway County never gave up.
Every team is going to be giving
you its best. It helped us for our
future games. We're lucky that
we get to practice today."
Playing for crosstown bragging rights on a postseason
stage. the Lady Lakers fell behind early and looked simply
blinded in the first half without leading goal-scorer Maddie
Balmer, who had season ending
foot surgery on Monday.
Brittany Lawson's goal in the
first minute gave the Lady Tigers

a quick start and a 1-0 lead.
Calloway County did not
cross midfield until the fifth minute, but slowly, the Lady Lakers
chipped back into the match,
swapping several possessions in
their favor. Still, it was Murray
High that made the most of its
time of possession, outshooting
Calloway County 11-1 in the
first half.
Parker Greer threaded the
needle perfectly to Alex Pologruto on a textbook passing play
for a punt from the left side to
make it 2-0 in the 20th minute.
Murray High kept winning
the 50-50 balls and its only
challenge came from Reagan
Pittenger, but her shot was held
up by defensive specialist Lily
Ramey, keeping Murray High in
front to start the final 40 minutes
of play.
Goalkeeper Brittany Robertson was stellar for the Lady
Lakers, with seven saves in the
first half. Her presence altered
several shot attempts. Luckily.
Robertson's defensive burden
was lifted after a completely
different Calloway County team
showed up in the second half,
knowing its season was in the
balance.
CCHS head coach Jeremy
Stom knew the importance of
team play and he made the proper adjustments.
"We talked about Murray
High's movement at the half,"
he said."You've got two or three
•See Page 9A

DONNIE PASCHALL Ledger & Times
Murray High's Lydia Grogan controls the ball against a Calloway County defender during a Region 1 District 2 Tournament semifinal match Tuesday at the Mallary France Soccer Complex.

PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Calloway County falls in 5th set vs. Lady Eagles
Staff Report
When Calloway County
played Christian Fellowship in a
Region 1 District 4 match Sept.
8 in Draffenville, the Lady Lakers were clearly overmatched
during a three-set sweep.
On Tuesday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium, Calloway County showed great improvement
by battling the Lady Eagles in
all five games of a 20-25, 2517, 23-25, 25-14, 15-10 loss to
Christian Fellowship.
CCHS head coach Nancy Price said her players have
grown on the court.
"It's later in the season
and they are playing like with
nice intensity. They are really
pumped up right now," Price
said."

With the district tournament
looming next week, Calloway
County (9-15) is hoping that it's
hitting its stride.
"It was a fun night and our
players came together,- Price
said. "Everyone was ready to
play."
CCHS was idle last week for
its Fall Break, which the squad
used to regroup.
"I think the break came at
a good time for us to recharge
mentally and physically," Price
said."The rest helped us."
On Tuesday, the defining
moment of the match came in
Games 4 and 5, when Lady Eagles middle hitter Emily Nelson
put down II of her match-high
23 kills. Of the final 15 points
scored by CFS. Nelson's kills
were responsible for seven of

them.
"That's the kind of player
she is. Emily knows when to
step up and take over a match,"
CFS head coach Suzie Burnett.
Middle hitters Lily Lowe
and Jacie Spann sparked the
Lady' Lakers with nine and seven kills, respectively.
Lowe provided a consistent
presence at the net by having
at least one kill in the first four
sets. She added five blocks.
Spann did much of her damage in the third set, when she
produced five kills and Calloway County took a 2-1 lead in
games.
Calle Hill guided the Lady
Lakers attack with 14 assists
and Kendra Connell posted seven more.
Wagner topped
Lrn

CCHS with 19 digs while Lexie
Lamb added 15 more.
Calloway County honored
seniors Lowe, Calle Hill, Alex
Arnett,Shelby Bellah and Paige
Stallings for their contributions
to the Lady Lakers volleyball
program with a Senior Night
celebration before the varsity
match.

Murray High 3,
Hopkinsville 0
Murray High swept Hopkinsville in a tune-up for next
week's district tournament by
posting a 25-21, 25-18, 25-15
victory Tuesday night at Bob
Rogers Gymnasium.
The Lady Tigers (8-14) celebrated Senior Night by recognizing seniors Bethany Armstrong, Sarah Fitzer, Etsse

Gandy and Sarah Webber for
their contributions to the Murray High volley ball program.
They put on a show for all in
attendance.
Armstrong produced 12
kills. four aces and 15 digs;
Gandy added seven kills and 27
digs: Fitzer chipped in five kills,
six aces and 22 digs; and Webber registered 14 digs to lead the
MHS attack.
"This was a good win to send
us into the district tournament,"
Lady Tigers head coach Clare
Boggess said. "It was a great
team effort because we passed
the ball well and were able to
put the ball down."
Sydny Tucker generated
10 assists and eight digs while
teammate Kaylee Fang created
six assists and eight digs. II

CHICAGO — Joe Maddon
posed for a selfie on the field
with his wife. Jon Lester sprayed
champagne with his young son.
Rocker Eddie Vedder partied on
the mound.
For the Chicago Cubs and
their ever-hopeful fans,this bash
was a long time in the making.
Kyle Schwarber, Anthony
Rizzo and Javier Baez homered
and the fresh Cubs clinched a
postseason series at Wrigley
Field for the first time ever,beating the St. Louis Cardinals 6-4
Tuesday to win the NL Division
Series in four games.
"This is all just baseball fantasy, right?" a drenched chairman Tom Ricketts said.
Only once since they last
brought home the World Series
in 1908 had the Cubs won a
playoff series and never before
had they finished off the job at
their century-plus-old ballpark.
But with a raucous, towel-waving crowd jamming the
Friendly Confines, the North
Siders gave generations of fans
exactly what they wanted. And
as they gathered in the pulsating
neighborhood, the lit-up marquee at Wrigley Field said it all:
Cubs Win.
"I can only imagine what the
next thing is going to look like,"
said Lester, the lefty who twice
won the World Series with Boston. "And the next thing after
that."
The crowd started roaring
before the first pitch. And when
closer Hector Rondon struck out
Stephen Piscotty on a ball in the
dirt and catcher Miguel Montero
made the tag to end it, the Cubs
came streaming out of the dugout.
"They deserve it," Rizzo
said in the middle of the party.
"Hopefully, this is just a taste of
what's to come."
Up-and-comers all season
under their first-year manager,
Maddon's bunch of wild-card
Cubs had arrived.
As the music blared and the
strobe lights flashed in the clubhouse, Cubs players and coaches soaked each other. Then they
took the celebration back onto
the field as fans went crazy —
Vedder, from the local area,
pitched right in.
The Cubs will face the winner of' the Los Angeles Dodgers-New York Mets matchup.
The Mets took a 2-1 lead into
Game 4 Tuesday night.
Chicago will play Game 1
Saturday on the road.
No team was hotter down
the stretch than Chicago, which
finished third in the majors with
97 wins after five straight losing
seasons.
The Cubs knocked out the
two teams that finished ahead of
them in the NL Central, beating
Pittsburgh in the wild-card game
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10 minutes, but the pride and the
pace picked up throughout the
half.
Riley and Kevin Koelsch
caught some bad breaks in
the 17th minute as their shots
missed from long range and
the inconsistency of the tempo
plagued them throughout the
match.

Goalkeeper Tommy Speed
showed his improved consistency, with five first half saves,
but he couldn't prevent Nate
Dunkin's blow in the 30th minute off a solid cross in the 30th
for a 2-0 lead.
Murray High was outshot
12-7 in the first half by the Eagles, but the Tigers defense kept
the match from getting out of
hand early.
Mann Murillo released a
cannon 2 minutes into the sec-

ond half off Wethenngton's as- fense keyed on Riley in the fisist for a 3-0 Eagle advantage nal frame, preventing him from
that would not be relinquished.
having the school mark all to
The pulse would liven for himself.
the Tigers in the 61st minute,
Graves County kept firing
when Riley tied a Murray High away, paying dividends in the
record for goals in a season by 68th minute, when Wetherbouncing off the defender and ington punched home his sechopping over him near the box ond goal of the match.
to cut the deficit to 3-1.
The Eagles moved into the
The Tigers didn't have the district championship game,
firepower to produce the nec- where they will face the winner
essary goals in such a short of Marshall County and Calloamount of time. The Eagle de- way County, which play anoth-

"It's a great stepping stone,"
er district semifinal match at 7
he said. "We were struggling a
p.m. today.
Riley said after the game couple of weeks ago. We had
that, if needed, he will continue six wins and had just gotten
to support Tiger athletics and slaughter ruled for the first time
in program history. We could
will aid in any way he can.
"If coach needs me to help have gone in two different dibe an extra body in practice, or rections. We had the right moif it's in the alumni game, yeah, mentum,but we're a very young
team. We've got a good future.
I'll be back (next season)."
Amidst the roller-coaster This is a positive way to end the
season that it was, Son said he season, but being so young, this
is very proud of this team and was hard to overcome." II
believes the future is bright.
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touches and then you've got to
find the pass. In the first half, we
were trying to dribble the ball
too much and we gave the ball
away. We competed better for
the ball in the second half."
Stom said his players gave a
strong effort.
"The girls just didn't want
their season to end. That's what
it boiled down to," Stom said.
"We've competed with upper-level teams in this region all
year long ... we just couldn't get
over the hump."
Robertson altered two shots
early in the seconf half and the
Lady Lakers had a much greater
sense of urgency, while the Lady
Tigers seemed satisfied with the
2-0 lead.
In the 47th minute, Pittenger
had the best look of the contest,
juicing her defender on the run
before her shot grazed off the
goal post and rimmed out.
"We hit the goal post again.
It's been the story of our season.
It seems like every game it happens. If those goals don't graze
off, we could have won games,"
Stom said.
Pittenger made up for it a
minute later, slicing through
Murray High defense for the
Lady Lakers' first goal to cut
their deficit to 2-1 and put the
Lady Tigers back on their heels.
However,it was the final goal
of the night for Pittenger or any
Calloway County player, in general. The Lady Lakers' spacing
and passing were better, their
time of possession was a little
more even and the overall product was better in the second half.
It just wasn't enough to beat
Murray High.
Calloway County did not
score in the final 29 minutes
while Lydia Grogan iced the
match in the 73rd minute with

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Rebbie Balmer and Calloway County's Kennedy Jones battle for the ball during
the semifinal round of the KHSAA Girls Soccer Region 1 District 2 Tournament on Tuesday at
the Mallary France Soccer Complex. The Lady Tigers defeated the Lady Lakers 3-1 to advance
to the district championship match Thursday.
a goal to give the Lady Tigers a
4-1 lead that held up the rest of
the way.
Traylor substituted freely
and the clock drained down on
the Lady Lakers. Murray High
outshot Calloway County 21-4
in all.
Another bright spot for the
Lady Tigers was the appearance of Charming Foster, who
returned from a knee injury,
arguably one of the best playets
in the region when she's healthy.
"I've never seen her play,"
Traylor said. That may sound
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APARTMENTS FOR RENT
270.753.9999 • www.sbgproperl y.coni

,N
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

Open:
Mon-Fri 9-6 & Sat 9-5

878 Hwy 58 E
Mayfield, KY

We accept EBT& Credit Cards
wai
lZe, checks

Located on Castleman By-Pass
Directly across Hwy from
H&R Case Implement Co.

270-804-7385
Special Cuts On Your Request

Locally Owned & Operated

Ad prices good Wednesday,Oct.14 thru Thursday,Oct 20,2015
We reserve the right to limit quantities & correct ad errors. • We sell only USDA. Choice d- Prime Beef

HICKORY SMOKED

73% LEAN

U.S. CHOICE

Slab Sliced Bacon

Ground Fresh Daily

NY Strip Steaks

FAMILY
PACK

ye it," Rizzo
Lie of the party.
is just a taste of

rs all season
-year manager,
Li of wild-card

championship match.
The Graves County Lady Eagles and the Marshall County
Lady Marshals kick off another,district tournament semifinal
match at 5:30 p.m. today at the
Mallary France Soccer Complex. II

crazy, but she hasn't practiced
a ton with us. Ideally, we talked
all summer as if she would play
the whole season with us, but
she kept getting pushed back.
It's fun to see what she can do.
She's going to get some time.
We wanted her to get a goal, but
she'll be a dangerous player for
us in this tournament."
The youthful Lady Lakers
ended their season at 9-8-0 overall.
The Lady Tigers await an
opponent in Thursday night's
Region 1 District 2 Tournament

win.
And with the ball flying out
From Page 8A
again, the Cubs won for the
12th time in 13 games.
Cubs starter Jason Hammel
and sending St. Louis home
after it led the majors with 100 allowed two runs and three
hits. He exited after giving up a
wins.
"I think we're too young to leadoff walk to Jhonny Peralta
even realize what we just did." in the fourth.
young slugger Kris Bryant said.
Seven relievers combined to
"It truly is a special time right hold the Cardinals to two runs
now."
and five hits the rest of the way.
The banged-up Cardinals Trevor Cahill picked up the win
had reached the NLCS in the and Rondon worked the ninth
last four years.
for the save.
"It was just unfortunate," St.
Hammel settled down after
Louis manager Mike Matheny giving up a two-run homer to
said."This is a team that was as Piscotty on the game's fourth
impressive to watch from Day pitch. He also singled in a run
One as any team I've ever been with two out in the second bearound."
fore Baez connected against
"That's always hard to walk Lackey, the man the Cardinals
away from. We had an opporwere counting on to keep their
tunity maybe to get back home
season going, to make it 4-2.
and do things differently, but
Lackey gave up four runs
they took advantage of the opand four hits over three innings
portunities they had," he said.
after outpitching former teamRizzo's solo drive to right off
losing pitcher Kevin Siegrist in mate Lester in a dominant sethe sixth put Chicago back on ries opener.
The Cardinals, playing withtop 5-4 after St. Louis scored
out
catcher Yadier Molina (left
two in the top half.
As if the fans were already thumb), failed to advance in
hollering at the top of their the postseason after winning
lungs after that home run, they at least one series the previous
were really screaming after four years.
"I definitely think the ballSchwarber's monstrous shot
leading off the seventh. The park had something to do with
ball landed on top of the right- this. They also have a really
field videoboard and wound up good lineup," Lackey said.
St. Louis scored two in the
nestled against a railing on the
sixth to tie it. But the rally
front edge.
The late drives by Rizzo and ended with Tony Cruz — who
Schwarber along with Baez's drove in a run with a two-out
three-run homer off John Lack- double — getting thrown out
ey in the second came after at home by Jorge Soler trying
Chicago set a postseason record to score on Brandon Moss' RBI
with six long balls in Monday's single to right.

GROUND BEEF
5-8 LB.

$199

BAG

I it.

FAMILY
PACK

II BEEF IF

Sun Drop
24-PACK CANS

FINE FOR BAR-B-Q

Whole Pork Shoulders

99

Crinkle Cut
LIMIT
2 PLEASE

C

AMERICA & CATCH FROZEN
42Cd3C0
CATFISH FILLETS
4-lb Box
DELI FRESH LOADED
BAKED POTATO SALAD

Breaded & Seasoned
POPCORN CHICKEN
5-lb Bag

fb

OUR GRILL IS OPEN DAILY TILL 2PM
"STOPBYFOB UMW
Featuring Boar's Head
Lunchmeat & Cheeses
Sandwiches & Burgers
Fountain Drinks

99C 32 oz.

FRENCH FRIES
5-lb Bag

REGISTER TO WIN
FREE $100 MEAT GIVEAWAY
See store for details.
PICK 5 MEATS
LARGE SELECTION
MIX OR MATCH
5 pkgs for only

EXPERIENCED "MEAT CUTTERS" ON DUTY TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS!

"Once you taste the best, you'll expect nothing less!"

-.-
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
PREP BOYS SOCCER
7:30 p.m.
KIISAA Distnct Tournament semifinal, Calleway County vs Marshall County, at Murray High,
PREP GIIILS SOCCER
&30 p.m.
*ISM District Tournament semifinal, Marshall
County V& Graves County, at Murray High
Thursday's Games
II p.m
1104A WOMEN'S SOCCER
Murray State at Morehead State
PREP BOYS SOCCER
7:3D p.m.
KHSAA Distnct Tournament championship, at
Murray High
PREP GIRLS SOCCER
5:30 p.m.
IDISAA District Tournament championship, at
Murray High
SPORTS ON TV
Today's Gomm
BOX/NG
8 p.m.
ESPN -- Premier Champions, Devon Alexander
vs Aron Martinez (welterweight)
GOLF
10 p.m.
GOLF - LPGA Tour KEB-HanaBank Championship, first-round, at Incheon, South Korea
MLB
3 p.m.
F SI -American League Dmsion Sanas Game
5, Texas at Toronto
7 p.m.
FS1 -Amencan League Division Senes Caine
5, Houston at Kansas City
NHL
7 p.m.
NBCSN - Chicago at Philadelphia
WNBA
7 p.m.
ESPN2 - Finals. Game 5, Indiana at Minnesota
Thursday's Games
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Auburn at Kentucky
6:30 p.m.
ESPNU - Alabama State at Arkansas Pine
Bluff
30 p.m.
ESPN - UCLA at Stanford
GOLF
5:30 a.m.
GOLF - Portugal Masters, first-round, at Vilamoura. Portugal
4 p.m.
GOLF- PGA Tour Frys corn Open,first-round,
at Napa, Calif
10:30 p.m.
GOLF - LPGA Tour KEB-HanaBank Championship, second-round, at incheon, South Korea
MLB
/p.m.
TBS -Playoffs, TBA
NR
&30 p.m.
CBS, NFL -Atlanta at New Orleans
BASEBALL
POSTSEASON SCHEDULE
WILD CARD
American League
Oct. 6 Houston 3 New York 0
National League
Oct. 7. Chicago 4, Pittsburgh 0
DIVISION saws
(Best-of-5; x-if necessary)
American League
Houston 2, Kansas City 2
Oct. 8: Houston 5 Kansas City 2
Oct 9: Kansas City 5, Houston 4
Oct. 11: Houston 4, Kansas City 2
Oct 12: Kansas City 9, Houston 6
Today Houston (McHugh 19-7) at Kansas City
(Diet° 11-13), 7 p.m.(FS1)

Texas 2, Twenty 2
Oct & Texas 5, Toronto 3
Oct 9: Texas 6, Toronto 4, 14 innings
Oct. 111 Toronto 5,Texas 1
Oct. 12: Toronto 8, Texas 4
Today Texas (Harries 7-1) at Toronto iStroman
4-0), 3 p.m (FS1)
Nallesal League
AN games televised by TBS
Chicago 3,St. Laois 1
Oct & St Louis 4,Chicago 0
Oct. 10: Chicago 6,51. Louis 3
Oct 12: Chicago 8, St Louis 6
Oct 13: Chicago 6, St. Louis 4
New it 2, Los Angeles 2
Oct. 9: New York 3, LDS Angeles 1
Oct to. Los Angeles 5, New York 2
Oct 12: New York 13, Los Angeles 7
Oct 13: Los Angeles 3, New York 1
Thursday New York at LDS Angeles, 7 p m
PRO FOOTBALL
MR.
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Pct PP PA
W L T
4 0 0 1.000 149 76
New England
3 1 0 .750 95 55
NY Jets
3 2 0 .600 124 105
Buffalo
1 3 0 .250 65 101
Miami
North
Pet PP PA
W I T
5 0 0 1.000 148 101
Cincinnati
3 2 0 .600 120 95
Pittsburgh
2 3 0 .400 118 132
Cleveland
1 4 0 200 123 137
Baltimore
South
Pct PP PA
W L T
3 2 0 .600 99 113
Indianapolis
1 3 0 .250 102 91
Tennessee
1 4 0 .200 97 135
Houston
I 4 0 .200 93 145
Jacksonville
West
Pct PP PA
W L T
5 0 0 1.000 113 79
Denver
2 3 0 .400 107 124
Oakland
2 3 0 .400 116 134
San Diego
1 4 0 .200 117 143
Kansas City
NAT1OPUU. CONFERENCE
East
Pct PP PA
W L T
3 2 0 .600 132 109
N.Y. Giants
2 3 0 .400 101 131
Dallas
2 3 0 .400 97 104
Washington
2 3 0 .400 117 103
Philadelphia
North
Pct PP PA
W IT
5 0 0 1.000 137 81
Green Bay
2 2 0 .500 80 73
Minnesota
2 3 0 .400 86 142
Chicago
0 5 0 .000 83 138
Detroit
South
Pct PP PA
W I T
5 0 0 1,000 162 112
Atlanta
4 0 0 1.000 108 71
Carolina
2 3 0 .400 110 148
Tampa Bay
1 4 0 .200 103 143
New Orleans
West
Pct PP PA
W I T
1 0 SOO 190 90
4
Arizona
2 3 0 .400 84 113
St Louis
2 3 0 .400 111 98
Seattle
1 4 0 .200 75 140
San Francisco
WEEK 6
Thursday's Game
7:25 p.m.
Orleans,
New
at
Atlanta
Sunday's Games
Kansas City at Minnesota, 12 p.m
Miami at Tennessee, 12 p.m.
Washington at N.Y. Jets, 12 p.m
Arizona at Pittsburgh, 12 p.m.
Cincinnati at Buffalo. 12 p.m.
Chicago at Detroit 12 p.m.
Denver at Cleveland, 12 p.m.
Houston at Jacksonville, 12 p.m.
Carolina at Seattle, 3:05 p.m.
Baltimore at San Francisco, 3:25 pm.
San Diego at Green Bay. 3:25 p.m.
New England at Indianapolis, 7:30 p.m.
Open: Dallas, Oakland, St. Louis, Tampa Bay

assays Game
N.Y. Giants at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
0100 VALID
Wenn
Coalemsse
WI PP PAWL PP PA
Jax State
2 0 96 54 4 1 188 108
E.'Unlucky 2 0 99 30 3 2 176 109
2 0 73 44 2 3 109 152
E. Noon
2 1 100 79 3 2 175 165
UT Merlin
SE lilliasoun 1 1 55 43 2 4 134 156
Myra,State 1 2 73 76 2 4 171 197
1 2 65 108 2 4 132 216
Tenn. PIO
Tenn State 0 2 27 76 3 2 116 129
Austin Posy 0 3 47 125 0 6 67 252
Seamier. Games
Easdru Kantucky at Southeast Ilissoun, 1 ern.
UT khan at PAW Para 4 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at Tennessee Sista,6 p.m
Jacksonville State at Tennessee Tech,6 pin.
ATUNTX COAST
keen*
Overall
Conferance
VI 1 PP PAW L PP PA
Florida State 3 0 67 40 5 0 160 70
Clemson
2 0 63 41 5 0 177 83
1 0 30 17 3 2 155 123
Syracuse
1 1 37 33 2 3 137 101
Louisville
Wake Forest 1 2 36 54 3 3 118 102
NC State
0 2 26 48 4 2 211 96
Boston Coil. 0 3
7 26 3 3 124 43
Coastal
Overall
Conference
V/ L PP PA W I PP PA
2 0 43 27 5 1 189 56
Duke
Pittsburgh
2 0 43 32 4 1 136 103
N. Carolina
1 0 38 31 4 1 193 90
Virginia Tech 1 1 41 30 3 3 186 134
Miami
0 1 24 29 3 2 172 116
Virginia
0 1 19 26 1 4 111 179
Georgia Tech 0 3 75 115 2 4 231 161
Saturday's Games
Louisville at Florida State, 11 &m.
Pittsburgh at Georgia Tech, 11:30 a.m.
Virginia Tech at Miami, 2:30 p.m.
Syracuse at Virginia, 2:30 p.m.
Boston College at Clemson,6 p.m.
Wake Forest at North Carolina,6 p.m.
CONFERENCE USA
East
Overall
Conference
W I. PP PAW L PP PA
W Kentucky 3 0 148 7651 253 140
Marshall
2 0 58 17 5 1 190 105
Florida Intl 1 1 69 39 3 3 159 127
Middle Tenn. 1 1 101 72 2 4 219 167
1 1 4.3 34 1 4 122 158
Honda Att.
7 27 2 3 83 158
Old Dominion 0 1
0 2 21 90 2 3 81 157
Charlotte
West
Overall
Conference
W I PP PAW L PP PA
La. Tech
2 1 99 89 4 2 237 157
2 1 75 99 3 3 176 227
Rice
S. Mississippi 1 1 59 45 3 3 211 171
1 1 56 40 1 5 136 214
Texas-SA
Texas-El Paso 0 2 18 77 2 4 128 258
North Texas 0 2 38 87 0 5 74 246
Thursday's Game
W. Kentucky at North Texas, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Marshall at Florida Atlantic, 11 a.M.
Florida International at Middle Tenn., 11 &m.
Louisiana Tech at Mississippi State, 11 am.
Charlotte at Old Dominion, 2:30 p.m.
Texas-San Antonio at Southern Miss.. 6 p.m.
SOUTHEASTERN
East
Overall
Conference
W I PP PAW L PP PA
4 0 101 49 6 0 193 86
Fonda
2 1 56 49 4 1 130 109
Kentucky
2 2 124 110 4 2 223 130
Georgia
1 2 40 52 4 2 110 81
Missouri
1 2 85 83 3 3 223 154
Tennessee
2 30 58 2 3 106 92
0
Vanderbilt
0 4 76 147 2 4 124 174
S. Carolina
WeC
Overall
Conference
W I PP PAW 1 PP PA
3 0 111 64 5 0 189 110
LSU
2 0 58 38 5 0 196 105
Texas A&M
2 1 102 67 5 1 208 94
Alabama
Mississippi 2 1 80 91 5 1 281 118
1 2 53 60 4 2 194 106
Miss. State
1 2 59 75 2 4 143 139
Arkansas
0 2 30 62 3 2 123 127
Auburn
Thursday's Game
Auburn at Kentucky,6 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Mississippi at Memphis, 11 &m.
Louisiana Tech at Mississippi St, 11 &m.
Alabama at Texas MM,230 p.m.
Vanderbilt at South Carolina, 3 p.m.
Florida at LSU,6 p.m.
Missouri at Georgia.630 p.m.
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HOCKEY
NIL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L OT Pts GF na
W
4 0 0
8 13
Montreal
4
6 11
3 0 0
Detroit
9
6 14
3 1 0
Tampa Bay
3
4 11
2 1 0
Florida
8
9
4
2 1 0
Ottawa
9
6
1
2
2 0
Buffalo
1
5 12
0 2 1
Toronto
7 16
0
0 3 0
Boston
Metropolitan Division
L OT Phs GE GA
W
6 13 10
3 1 0
N.Y. Rangers
9
7
3
1
1
1
N.Y. Islanders
4 10
1
1
1
3
Philadelphia
8
5
1
1 0
2
Washington
5 10
0
0 3 0
Carolina
0
8
3
0 3 0
Pittsburgh
0
5 11
0 3 0
New Jersey
13
6
0
0 3 0
Columbus
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
L OT Pts GF GA
W
7
2
6
3 0 0
Nashville
8
6 15
0
3 1
Winnipeg
6
8
4
0
0
2
Minnesota
4
6
9
2 1 0
Chicago
4 10
8
2 1 0
Dallas
4
7
0
9
1
2
St. Louis
8
1
2 10
1 0
Colorado
Pacific Dhesioe
L OT Pts GF GA
W
1
6 12
3 0 0
San Jose
5
9
5
2 0 1
Vancouver
4
2
0
6
0
2
Arizona
7 11
2
2 0
1
Calgary
4
1
1
1
0 1
Anaheim
9
2
0
0
0
2
Los Angeles
9
3
0
0 3 0
Edmonton
Tuesday's Results
Nashville 3, New Jersey 1

2 4 0 2 12
Eastern Kentudry
1 4 1 4 I
SIU Edweribelle
Thriallea Goon
SUMI pm.
Noraltssi
at
Slum Shag
Audi Pam at Tanmense lid,7 p.m.
Ftlays Nom
Elam Waldo at brim Mak 4 pm.
Ilimaat at Whoa Illesowl, 30 pm.
nwiananas SON at UT Nilo.7 p.m

sai 1
4,KY.
3,2111111110.2
San Joss 5,111wilegbe 0
Florida 4, Walla 1
Delrolt 3,Tad.Dag I
Dallas 4,Eslaidese 2
SL Louis 4, Wady 3
Vamouver dies Amiss,tide
ihmaa
:,rp.m.
a
Ottawa at Columb
Chicago at Philadelpha, 7 p.m
Boston at Colorado, 9 p.m
Anzona at Andean,9:30 Am.
Tlwriders Gomm
Mends at KY hinders,6 Ani
'
Otbasse al Pittsburgh,6 p.m.
Chicago at Washington,6 Am.
N.Y. Rangers at Montan,6:30 Am
Dodos at Tampa Bay,6:30 p.m
Buffalo at Florida, 6.30 pin
St Louis at Edmonton 8 Om
Minnesota at Arizona,9 p.m
BASKETBALL.
*NBA
FINALS
lama 2
lliiil
Illommta
Oa 4: Woman latimaiNIS
71
Mime
77,
Nomesola
Oct.k
Oct.tIllamsala 110.ImiNa 17
OCL 11:Irdow 71.lamtwela SS
Tear Indiums d lawasta.7 pm
MINNOW
MINN 0011INIBICE
Aloes OWN
Pat GB
L
W
0 1.000
2
New York
750
1
3
Toronto
2 .500
2
Philadeiphia
1
1
.500
Bmoidyn
0 .000
0
Boston
Southeast Division
Pet GB
L
W
0 1.000
3
Charlotte
Yr
1.000
0
2
Atlanta
1
2 .600
3
Orlando
I
2
/
1
.500 11
Washington
3 .250 2/
2
1
1
Miami
Central Wake
Pct se
L
W
.750
1
3
Indiana
1
2 .500
2
Chicago
2
/
2 .333 11
1
Milwaukee
2
3 .250
1
Detroit
3
.000
4
0
Cleveland
WESTERN CONFERBICE
Southwest Division
Pc1 GB
L
W
0 1.000
2
Memphis
Pi
.667
1
2
New Orleans
1
2 .500
2
Houston
2
.000
2
0
San Antonio
3 .000 214
0
Dallas
Northwest Division
GB
Pct
L
W
0 1000
2
Oklahoma City
.667
1
2
Denver
1
2 .500
2
Portland
1
2 .500
2
Utah
3 .000 21i
0
Minnesota
West Division
Pct GB
L
W
1
4
.1300
Sacramento
.867
1
2
Phoenix
2
/
.500 11
1
1
Golden State
2
.333
2
1
LA. Clippers
.000
4
0
LA takers
Tuesday's Results
Orlando 95, Miami 92,01
Milwaukee 110, Cleveland 101
Indiana 101, Detroit 97
Oklahoma City 100, Dallas 88
Houston 135, Phoenix 129,01
Sacramento 107, LA. takers 100
Denver at Golden State, late
Today's Games
Charlotte vs. LA. Dippers at Shanghai,Chin& 7 ant
Toronto vs. Minnesota at Kanata, Ontario, 6 p.m.
Boston at Brooklyn, 6:30 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago, 7 p.m.
San Antonio at Atlanta. 7 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Indiana at Cleveland,6 p.m.
Houston at Golden State,9 p.m.
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LIGHT UP THE NIGHT

COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL
STANDINNI
ONO IIILLET
Dane
lienlerance
W
L
1
16
0
6
Murray Sled
5
8
1
9
Batman
4
2
9
9
Ismeniss Sib
2
4
9
11
Wawa Melo
3
12
3
7
Illmatin
Saallwast
3
3
7
16
UT WIN
6
3
14
3
landama
2
11
4
13
Admiral'OWN
2
4
15
4
Tansmese iman
2
3
4
18
Winne ilwatacrp
1
6
5
15
ka,
=
s
Atille
5
1
3 13
WU
Mara limn
imastoss INN atkaliPugI pm
NNW at Wow OWN 7 pm.
7 pm.
Easton Kaaltstap at Mammas
WOW OWN atimam IP*7 pm
Sinitsast NONNI alSW Eiltainiolk 7 pm.
7 pm.
UT Moils It Emlera
SolmlarsImo
adman atPala PsN 1 pm.
Win Wady atimasessa TeN 2 p.m
Marelteml ale at Mamie INia,2 p.m
SINSldIINv 2 p.m
Trasataa NNW at Slimy Nab.2p.m
UT Marlin at 51U ErsamkuNle.2on.

COLLEGE WOMEN'S SOCCER
STANDINGS
01110 VALLEY
OVOISN
Conference
W I TWIT
5 0 0 9 4 0
Murray State
4 1 1 8 5 3
Tennessee Tech
4 1 1 7 7 1
Morehead State
3 2 1 6 7 1
Jacksonville State
2 2 1 7 5 2
Southeast Missouri
2 3 0 6 7 0
Austin Peay
2 3 0 4 9 0
UT Martin
2 4 0 3 10 1
Belmont

Cd 6
DUCKS
UNLIMITED
is hosting its annual
Charity Banquet to help support its mission ,A1111111t,
of wetlands conservation and restoration.

Murray-Calloway County Ducks Unlimited
Annual Charity Banquet
October 17,2015
Doors open at 6:00pm • Dinner at 7:00pm • Live auction to follow

Anyone and everyone who wants to help the ducks is welcome to attend!

7pm @ Racer Arena

Bring yourfriends, your wife and your kids,
all are welcome and tickets will be available at the door.

111111 TE,
GLOW STICKS & A LIGHT SHOW!

TO BE A
RACER

elm UNDEFEATED
ih
r• I N OVC

FR

5

7

TRANSACTIONS
From Tuesday
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX - Promoted Eddie Romero to vice president, Intematiella 11C0111110 Wad
Harrison Slutsky to coonlinatar.*Arial sodding. Named Adrian Lorenzo coordnalM Nantabona! scouting; Brad Sloan spedal asionmsat
9461011111
scout and Alex Gimenez assistant. Pr0,
scouting.
BASKETBALL
NBA
UTAH JAZZ-Waived Fs Jack Cooley and ,Lt
O'Brien,

Volleyball THIS Friday

litt 16' AR

r.-

PREP VOLLEYBALL
SIMMS
RENON 1
Region
Overall
W
LW
L
0
10
8
25
McCracken County
4
14
12
21
Christian Fellowship
17
4
12
13
Marshall County
8
14
14
5
Ballard Memorial
14
10
13
13
Community Christian
7
15
18
9
Graves County
10
11
16
13
Hickman County
9
9
15
16
Carlisle County
14
9
6
Tilghman
Paducah
9
5
a 11
Fitton City
5
14
8
Calloway County
5
15
9
High
Murray
15
4
23
8
Peducari St Mary
14
3
3
18
Mayfield
10
1
4
12
County
Fulton
District 1
Orme
W
LW
L
1
13
6
16
Hickman County
16
15
2
5
Carlisle County
9
11
4
2
Fulton City
12
4
6
0
Fulton County
District 2
Overall
L
W
LW
0
6
25
8
McCracken County
5
2
13
14
Community Christian
14
9
4
2
Paducah Tilghman
0
8 23
7
Paducah St Mary
Owd
China 3
W
LW
L
8
14
1
3
Ballard Memorial
1
18
3
14
Graves County
3
4
18
0
Mayfield
District 4
Overall
W
LW
L.
6
1
21 12
Christian Fellowship
13
17
1
6
Marshall County
1
9
6
15
Murray High
8
6
14
1
Calloway County
Tuesday's Resulta
Ballard Memorial 3, Paducah Tilghman 0
Cadisle County 2, Paducah St Mary 1
Christian Fellowship 3, Calloway Gaiety 2
Hickman County 3, Mayfield 0
Graves County 3, Fulton City 1
Murray High 3, liopkinsville 0

The Murray Banquet Center

GREAT DAY

0
3

"Since its inception in 1937,Ducks Unlimited has conserved more than 12.5 million acres of waterfowl habitat in North
America, and it needs your support in order to keep moving toward the goal offilling the skies with waterfowl."

mime
441e.
•

PREP FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
District 1
CLASS 1A
I.
is
I
W
1
6
0
1
feisseiMlie
2
5
0
1
Crittanclen County
7
1
1
1
Fulton City
7
0
2
0
Fulton County
Endres Gams
Crittenden County at Fulton County 7 p.m
RusselMie at Fulton City, 7 p.m
CLASS 2A
L
W
L
W
1
6
0
1
2
4
0
1
=amorist
3
4
1
0
PaUffIRY tilah
6
1
1
0
Webster County
Endres Gansu
Ballard Memorial at Mayfield,7 Am.
Webster County at Murray 16911.7 On.
cLASS 3A
IL
LW
W
1
7
0
3
Caldwell County
2
5
1
1
Union County
3
4
1
1
Paducah Tligliman
5
2
1
1
Fort Oddball
6
2
3
0
TflggCoeaily
hiders Gamma
Fort Campbell at Caldwell County, 7 Am.
Trigg County at Marshall County 7 p.m.
Union County at Paducah limn,7 p.m.
CUSS
L
LW
W
1
6
0
2
Hopicinsvies
3
4
0
2
Calloway County
6
2
2
I
Hopkins County Central
6
2
2
Madisonville-N Hopkins 1
7
0
2
0
Logan County
Friday's Games
p.m.
7
Hopkinsvilki,
at
Calloway County
Logan County at Madisonville-N. Hopkins, 7 em
IOLE Hopkins County Central
CLASS 5A
L
LW
W
1
6
0
2
Owensboro
3
4
0
2
County
Graves
2
6
1
2
Christian County
5
2
2
0
Owensboro Apollo
6
1
3
0
Marshall County
Riday's Games
Christian County at Graves County, 7 p.m.
Owensboro at Owensboro Apollo, 7 p.m.
Tngg County at Marshall County.? pm.
CLASS 6A
W
LW
1
7
0
3
McCracken County
5
3
1
2
Henderson County
5
1
2
1
Datness County
3
4
2
0
Muhlenberg County
3
4
2
0
Ohio County
Friday's Games
Henderson County at OrfieSS County,? p.m
Muhlenberg County at Ohio County, 7 p.m
IDLE: McCracken County

926 S 12th St. • Murray • Bel-Air Shopping Center (behind Sirloin Stockade)
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Come join us for a fun-filled evening benefiting a great cause!
The Murray-Calloway County Chapter of Ducks Unlimited would like to take this
opportunity to thank all our generous sponsors and donors, without which DU's work
to protect the waterfowl and wetlands of North America would not be possible...

Ducks Unlimited Life Sponsors

Gold and Silver Sponsors

CDM Construction
Murray Lumber-Terry Hart
Ricky Atkins
CA Jones Management
Kenny Darnell
Radiology Ass.of Murray
Burton Young

K.Bryan Ernstberger
McConnell Insurance
CFSB in Murray
The Murray Bank/Mass Mutual
Murray-Calloway Co.Hospital
Independence Bahk
Allegreo Marinade
DC Outdoors
Michael & Tina Wilson
Cellar Door Wine & Spirits

Bronze Sponsors
Murray Ledger & Times
Hooper's of Paducah
Jamie Jameson
WoodmenLife
Mitchell T. Ryan
Futrell Tile Co.
Bill Rouse
Carquest of Murray

Sherwin Williams
Vernon Anderson
Hugh Massey
KY Lake Moving & Storage
Rolling Hills Nursery
Bob Futrell
Insurance Center of Murray
JH Churchill Funeral Home

Horn
1

3m..no.
1 yr.

1

Check

W'estside Veterinary.

Tn-State Safety

The Big Apple Cafe

BB&T Bank

Name

The Keg Restaurant & Catering

Gallimore Electric

St. Addre

Murdock & Sons Farms. Inc.

Woods & Water Guide

City

Hinton Archery

Service

State

Warehouse Tire

River City Pawn

Daytime

Donors
Judge Randy Hutchens
Let Em Lite Calls of
Benton
Mike Breedlove
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co
Murray Supply
Bandana Steel
\troger of Murray

Hos% ers by Whitney.
Ribbon Chit
Warren Hopkins
Interstate Batters
Penique's
Gate 28
Dan's Clothing
Briggs & Stratton

Boone's Laundry & Cleaners

Hair Ink

Walmart
Man B's Pizzeria

Essential Day Spa

Miller Golf Course
Murray Animal Hospital
Sirloin Stockade
Thurmond Insurance

Murray Electric System
Sheriff Sam Steger
Bank of Cadiz
Gold Rush lewlers

For o

0 15
6
5
4
4
3
3
3
4 11
2
2
2
1
1
Games
Pea%5 p.m.
7 p.m.
Ststs, 7 p.m.
Teta,7 p.m.
Edwardsville 7 p.m.
,7 p.m.
Games
p.m
Tech, 2 p.m.
Stars, 2 p.m
Illinois, 2 pm
State, 2 p m
,2 p

/legion
10
14
12
14
13
9
11
9
6
5
5
5
4 1
3 1
1
1
District
6
5
2
0
District
6
5
2
0
District
3
3
0
District

14
9 15
8 23
3 18
4 12
Overall
W
L
16 13
15 16
11
9
4 12
Otani
W
L
25
8
14 13
9 14
8 23
Overall
W
L
14
8
14 18
3 18
Nerve
W
L

6
6
1
1
Resits
Mittman 0
St Mary 1
loway County 2
0
1
le 0
TIONS
League
oted Eddie Rometonal scouting and
Meat, advance scoutcoordinator, internsspecial assignment
'
professional

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Al! 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dory Period.)
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 550 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon.Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classifiedOmurrayledger.com or stop by our
Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927

Infinity Group is hiring for

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
SATURDAY
DOWNTOWN
FARMERS
MARKET
CORNER OF
5TH & MAPLE
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
753-3187

Assembly Workers &
Manufactures In Murray Area.
Full lime board certified Family Nurse
Practitioner
or
Physicians Assistant
applicants
needed for busy family
practice clinic.
Qualified
applicants
may send resume to:

Are you an individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
if so, please email:
bamithOlni-grp.com
O( call 270-787-2518

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
o05 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

mpkins,
Straw &Gourds
Wright Farms

41lortesSparlanan
270-753-6835
270-227-22:9

HIRING Graphics Asst.
Duties: assist WI print
schedule, all inventory,
pnnt production, design
w/AI, communicating
w/customers
(phoneiemail)
and
shipping
products.
Qualified persons must
include:
PC/MAC,
design w/AI & PS, handle multiple projects 0
same time, complete
assigned
tasks.
Resume
to:
info0pecoproducts.co
m or 3812 US Hwy 641
N, Murray, KY 42071.

ETHAN Allen Butte
Hutch. $875 OBO. Lift
Chain $500 OBO. 270816-4912

1..r..1onti, I rpt"

.1 •
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THE Gentry Houe is in
need of bunk bed. If
you have a bunk bed
that you would like to
donate please contact
Gentry House at 270761-6802. Thank your

150 MILE RADIUS
Home every Night
Great Starting Pay

Brown dyecVDouble-grou
Comenient in town location!
Hours: Tues-Fn 8-4, Sat 8-12
512 Si'
Mir

Benefits Available
Call now before position is filled.
1800-737-9997 EXT. 215
or apply online at
www.gregorylogistics.com

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnenvork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
websitc, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
I.

Online or

eck the
edger & Ti
your u

Administrative Assistant I $11.37/hr
Building Services Technician I $7.54/hr
Aoply online & view additional details at
toranumealateisibamm
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, WF/D, AA employer.

48OLL
Case
Backhoe/Loade
$9500 or Best Offe
270-293-5217

Ask about our
Display ad
5Decials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

Subscription
3 we.

Parts Department inside
and/or Outside Sales.
This career opportunity is for
someone with parts experience
and knowledge of the
Heavy/Medium duty diesel truck market.
Compensation will be based on qualifications.
Tri-State offers insurance package, 401(k), and
paid vacations & holidays.
Anpfy In person or send resume to.
100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY 42071
Or Email: icrabtreeetristateinternationalnet
Or Fax To: 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more Information

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

LOG splitter on trailer.
5'x10' HP. 15 ton, elec.
start & alternator.
$750.00
270-227-1367.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1916

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayledger.corn

16X70 Fleetwood. 3BR
2 full bath. Excellent
condition.
270-4362414

MOBILE home for rent,
2BR,2BA $400/month
270-293-6116

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
270-753
required.
4109.
2BR 2BA, No pets. 406
Bambi Court North.
270-841-5653
23R brick. Off street
parking. New floor, new
AC unit. No pets.
$445/month. 270-2936070.

FOR Sale
-Small portable charger-515
-Soda Stream with
canister-$85
-George Foreman
Grill-525
-Electric icecrearn
maker-$25
-Small Toaster Oven$20
Call after 5pm or text
anytime if interested.
Prices firm. 270-2278721

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

OWNER
FINANCED**
mobile
Doublewide
home with land, updat
ed new paint, dishwasher, 36R, 28A gardentub deck, block
foundation
110
Sundance Almo, KY.
$2500 Down. $575
mthly. Ruthie 270-7532222.

Tri-State international Trucks
of Murray is now hinng

EXPERIENCED brick
layers
needed in
Paducah, KY. Good
pay, steady work
Please call 270-3310706

ome Delivery

Call Nicki Today
270-753-1916
to place your ad
Here!

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-769-9694

SWORLD

Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

dirlsom Abigors
/
0
1/1100 ma,hilukka,morn A Aglow*
bean E Cherry, Managing Director-270-978 9946

DEDICATED MURRAY RUN

Library Director, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071
Of email them to trustee Ocallowaycountylibrary.org
Completed forms must be received by October 31, 2015

•

0
P

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Local Driver position available

The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees
is now accepting applications for a Trustee Position.
Applications may be found online at
http://www.callowaycountylibrary.org/employment.htrn1
or at the front desk. Complete and mail them to

Papa Smurf
Storage

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray am

NOW HIRING
H'.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & 7knes wel be responsible tor only
one mama Insertion. Any error should be
repoded immediately so corrections can be
made.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Dulguid Drive

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

3,700 square foot corn
mericial building for
rent. $1,500 a month.
South 4th, st. Murray,
KY. 270-759-4979 or
270-293-0251
Double Shop Bay
li'V,tk Multi l'ufpu-Business
Newly Reinortelei
New Commensiiii
Cone, •
(270) 485-6122

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch

2BR 1 1,..2BA lake
house 42 Bankey cove
Buchanan, TN Call
731-694-7996 $650 a
month, $650 deposit.
Appliances included.
38R furnished lake
home No pets.
References required
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
HAZEL. 38R, brick
C/H/A. 270-492-8526
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

DOG
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.

Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

134 Haynes
Creek Dr.

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

(3 Miles from Murray
on 94 W. to Oaks CC
RdFollow Signs)
Friday 7a-5p
Saturday 70-12
Clothes, Shoes,
Christmas decore,
Gift items.
Something for
Everyone

*Licensed & Insured
holiandmotorsales con
270-753-4461
1976 Triumph Spitfire
43k miles. Very good
condition. Collector car.
Asking $8,000. 270293-9772

A& F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Hours:
Mon,- Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

CLEAN CUT

IOXIO's & les1S'S
(270)436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
.We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Murray ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or disaiminanon based on race, color religion, sex, handicap. familial status or national ongm, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or &seri:MitaState laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in sicilation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellinrcs advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milan(7M/648-1000.

Nice, Large, Duplex.
2BR. 1 58A, large utility, with WiD, garage,
5725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2271743

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N 3rd Street
1,100 SQ FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

270-753-8864

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 28A with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage, Carport.
&
Driveways
All
Paved.
Walkways
270-2935439.900

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

FOR sale 2002 GMC
Sonoma Pick-up, 4 cyl,
auto, 69,000 miles
loaded, short bed.
Phone 270-753-3662.

LAWN SERVICE
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
WWW.hillelectric.com

NEW apartment in
Hazel. S550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492bedroom
2
NICE
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, lyr lease. 270227-7414

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
smaN.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Cali Logan at
270-293-0404.

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
WellPump Service

Residential a
Agriculture/

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

HOME and Office
cleaning. Reasonable
prices, Availability for
weekend and evening
cleanings. Call today
for a quote. 270-2270055
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Send, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
S.J.I property maintenance. Light handy
man work, indoor or
Outdoor. Will do landscaping. Will never turn
down a lob no matter
how big Or small) Plus
we clean gutters and
pressure wash homes
and driveways. We are
licensed and Insured
270-705-8427

CLASSIFIEDS
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Look!

gle

vlose NNW

Lamb Wee Pro
•Tnrnming I Tree
Ranarail
4.,cervaid& housed
Fre. EelInman
270-753-TREE
(p733)
Crecat CAMS Acceded

11141#119
41114

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects

%Asphalt Installatky

;
*Seal coating &
•Licensecilnsurcd

MINI
°RAG
"IL
#cftkrfty
2447'Surviw
HAW SO Carnets Control Units

270-293-3406

HONOR OUR HEROES THIS VETERANS DAY.
Name:
Branch of Service:

(270)759-0501
•Handyman Services
•Yard Work
•Pressure Washing
•Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420

Number of Years Served:

GARLANt
RENTAL

Gallimore Electrical Contractors,

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

"If you've got it, we can store it"

hilestrIeUesessreionsdisellil
lams C.liallowo

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
R.0 Roofing & fencing.
All types of roofs and
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
fences. New and
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
repair. Prompt service,
16 years experience., • Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
270-227-9555 or 731All sizes available, call today
247-5349
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al Shingles Hand Nailed

l'a‘ nig-Se:den:ding
Si ri ping
Cr:nil-Dirt-Sand
TO\N IR 55 Is

270-293-4256

(270)759-0890

\I

*weekly & special*
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Will Do Insurance Work
Vsa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

MOM
Aspools of
Mwoodsifirg
ektawe OVIOWIMOINS
49ath Kitffien
Drywall, Painting,
Tie, Moon% Dodos
*num> see Ddscount
*kw allIntIas
Itletrevr OfAngles um!

270-436-0.59

-That New York twang: Nashville
calls on Big Apple schools
NEW YORK (AP) — As the Bronx middle schoolers
harmonized in their auditorium and plucked out basic
chords on ukuleles and guitars, in walked their music
instructor, Liz Rose — a Grammy-award winning country songwriter from Nashville.
Rose has penned tracks for some of the biggest names
in the business, including Taylor Swift. But on this
recent fall day, she helped 19 students write an original
tune called "Everybody's Perfect."
"Y'all are awesome," Rose said as she approached the
stage. "Y'all made me cry."
Country music and New York City don't go hand in
glove; the city has only one country radio station, which
came on the air two years ago after a I7-year drought.
Nonetheless. Music City musicians are partnering with
a nonprofit that is providing music education in New
York City schools to help boost it as a core subject.
The students at Pelham Gardens Middle School in the
Bronx are among 500 students in 15 schools around the
city to participate; they receive 10 lessons on how to
write lyrics, and one class in each school has a videoconference session with a musician in Nashville.
The Nashville-New York connection is made through
the Country Music Association Foundation, which
began in 2006 to help fund music education programs in
Nashville and is branching out across the country.
In recent years, it has donated to the New York-based
nonprofit Education Through Music, which helps provide music education to all students in 50 low-income
elementary and middle schools in all five city boroughs.
It also works with Words & Music, based out of the
Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum in Nashville,
which provides a curriculum for both music and language arts teachers to develop language skills through
the art of songwriting.
The Country Music Association Foundation wanted to
bring the two together, and the program was born.
Rose, who won a Grammy with Swift for best country
song in 2010 for "White Horse," first met her students
over Skype. Rose helped them write the lyrics for the
song, which they performed this past week at All for the

Hall, a benefit concert for education programs at the
Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum at the Best
Buy Theater in Times Square. Students shared the stage
with Brad Paisley, Paul Simon and Carrie Underwood.
For many of the New York kids, country music was
unfamiliar territory.
Corey Stuckey, 12, said he has been inspired to write
songs in the past by hip-hop and R&B artists such as R.
Kelly and Ludacris. But now he is opening up to country, too.
"I like country music because of the tone of it," the
seventh-grader said. "It's kind of like reggae, but it's different because it's more calming."
Rose said she applied the swe, tecArtiques she uses.
when collaborating with professionals. She had the students shout out whatever was on their minds, and they
said things like, older kids are tall, ice cream and hallways. She quickly jotted down everything they said and
then started to place the words together like puzzle
pieces.
"It's not different for whoever you're writing with. It's
about getting them to talk," she said. "And then I would
ask them questions and put a line together."
Ultimately they wrote: "Everybody's Perfect," an
homage to the difficulties of life at a new school.
Moesha Masters, 11, helped come up with the inspiration for the title.
"I moved a lot and it was hard making friends," she
said. "And I realized I'm not perfect. But after I looked
at that I realized everyone's perfect in other ways."
"Ice cream, money and MetroCards and full backpacks and school is hard!" the students sang. With lots
of oohs and aahs and an upbeat, catchy melody, the students' song emulated more the contemporary pop-country of Taylor Swift than the old-country twang.
Peter Pauliks, director of programs for Education
through Music, urged the students at the rehearsal to
enunciate every word so that a diverse audience would
understand the song's message.
"In Nashville, I don't think they even have
MetroCards," he reminded them. IN

HELP WANTED
The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Department is growing fast!
We are in need of the following positions:

PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a full-time position. Prefer
someone with experience with an offset printing press but will train
the right person.This is a midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long
periods of time, able to climb up and down ladders, able to lift up to
50 lbs.

POST-PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a part-time position with the opportunity to grow into a full-time position. This is a
midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long periods of time, able to
lift up to 25 lbs.
APPLY AT:
The Murray Ledger & Time()
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
OR SEND RESUME TO: dstorn

Message:
Name of Payee:
Phone:

$12 SINGLE SPACE
$18 DOUBLE SPACE
DEADLINE: NOV 4 AT NOON

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Jost
Remodeling & Plumbing

HAI
N-I%\ ‘(,1

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.0

murrayledger.com

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Murray

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

Send payment to:
UDGER
_ &TIMES
PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

N

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the envy squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.
By Dave Green

7 1 - 9'3'
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct. 15, 2015:

This year you become more aware of your gifts and talents. You might turn a hobby into a
moneymaking business, if you so choose. You'll want to build your financial security. You
might find others disruptive or full of the unexpected. If you are single, you possess many
assets that draw suitors to you. You could tumble into a very intense relationship, but don't
cut off your other options unless you are 100 percent sure. If you are attached, you feel more
generous and expressive with your significant other. Let your sweetie know how very special he or she is. SCORPIO can be too intense for you to handle!

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-80;
1 -Difficult
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** One-on-one relating could surprise you with some unexpected news. It is clear that
others can't gain control of a situation when you are involved. Nevertheless, someone talks
a good game. You need to listen to this person more often. Tonight: Go along with a suggestion.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You have a way about you that draws others toward you. You could be much more
tired than you realize. You have tried hard to make a difference in a project, but you wont
be successful until you take some time off to recharge your batteries. Tonight: Say 'yes to
an offer.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You are likely to see a personal matter far differently because of a conversation with
a trusted and loyal loved one. You can accept this person's feedback and not feel as if you
are giving up your position. You'll see a solution that works for the majority. Tonight: All
smiles.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You tend to exude a warm understanding that helps others feel more at home. If you

are single, an encounter today could become more. You have a style that is unique yet non-

threatening. Answers and solutions will emerge with ease. Tonight: Think "weekend."
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to change direction and make new choices. You could feel as if you
have pushed very hard to get a personal matter handled. If you feel like you can't get past
a hassle, just relax. Be more forthright in your decision-making. Tonight: Happy at home.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your input will be well-received, even if you are dealing with someone who is
extraordinarily uptight. You must know when you have done enough for someone you care
about. Be more in touch with a child or new friend's sensitivities. Tonight: Visit with a friend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You could be in a position where you must get a project completed. Others could
be sassy with you, especially with regard to money. Maintain a sense of humor. You are full
of energy and excitement. A loved one at a distance adores you. Tonight: Pay bills first.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could be in a position where others respond well to you, but not as you had
anticipated. Even if you're frustrated; remember that others are attempting to be as responsive as possible. Maintain a sense of humor. Tonight: Enjoy someone else's overture.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You could feel as if you can't help heading in a certain direction. You might not understand what is motivating you, but your intuitive side appears to be running the show. Just
watch for any pitfalls that you might not have anticipated. Tonight: Not to be found.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You could be out of sorts and wanting to do something very differently. Try to understand an issue between you and a friend. You are open to discussion. Nevertheless, you still
will be determined to head in a certain direction. Tonight: Make weekend plans.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Take a stand with someone who often pushes you too hard. You might not understand
what is happening with this person or why. Open up to new possibilities; be willing to state
your case to a loved one who can be defiant at times. Tonight: Head right on out the door.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Investigate your alternatives, and know what you want to do. You will recognize your
limits, especially in the financial realm. Discuss this issue with a trusted friend when you're
together. A meeting could be very important to you. Tonight: Be imaginative.

BORN TODAY
Singer Tito Jackson (1953), Duchess of York Sarah Ferguson (1959), musician Richard
Carpenter (1946)

Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Ten years ago
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of Future Fanners
of America competed in the
Nursery/Landscape Contest at the
Mid-South Fair and placed a close
second to a team from Mississippi.
Team members pictured are Grant
Barrow, Jacob young, Wesley
Tucker and Courtney Parker.
Members of the Murray High
School Volleyball team stand
around their nunier-up trophy after
the Fourth District Volleyball
Tournament.
Eight players were named to the
2005 All-District Team following
the conclusion of the championship
match between Murray High and
Christian Fellowship. Pictured are
Meghann Jenkins and Angelique
Jones of Murray High and Jessica
Dial and Amanda Schroader of
Calloway County.
Calloway County's Haley White
and Beth Ross are shown slapping
hands during the introduction of
players before the start of the Lady
Lakers' game with Mayfield during
District Soccer
the Second
Tournament at Murray High
School.
Twenty years ago
Members of the Calloway County
School Board not only voted to
build two new parking lots but they
also decided to discontinue charging for parking permits at the high
school.
A book has been dedicated to the
memory of Susan Sills Douglas, a
former member of Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority at Murray State
University.
Whitney Alexander received
county champion in the Breads
Demonstration to receive the opportunity to participate in the area competition. A seventh grader at Murray
Middle School, she is a member of
Westwood 4-H Club and serves as
president of the club.
Pictured is Marcus Brown and his
Murray State teammates along with
the new coach Mark Gottfried who
will all take part in "Midnight
Madness" Saturday night in

Cutchin Fieldhouse
Paramedic Jerry Gorrell is pictured treating Calloway County
Fire-Rescue firefighter Rick Bucy
at a tobacco barn fire in New '
Providence. Four firefighters were
overcome with heat exhaustion at
the blaze which took more than two
hours to control.
Thirty years ago
Pictured at the buffet table at a
meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter of
United
Daughters
of
the
Confederacy held at the home of
Mrs. William Barker are Mrs. Ruth
Chambers, Mrs. Laura Jennings, Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, Dr. Halene Visher,
Mrs. Timothy Graves, Mrs. ES.
Fergurson, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
Mrs. Edward Davis, Mrs. Harding
Wells and Mrs. Inez Claxton.
Pictured are the three candidates
for Murray High School Football
Queen. They are Gaye Latimer,
daughter of Tommy and Judy
Latimer; Shannon. Parker. daughter
of Buddy and Deanna Parker and
Deidre Daugherty, daughter of Bill
and Jackie Daugherty.
Forty years ago
Margaret Trevathan, librarian at
Calloway County Public Library,
has been honored for "outstanding
achievement" by the Public
Libraries Section of the Kentucky
Library Association.
Alene Paschall, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Carves Paschall, has been
named as Dairy Princess of District
1 of the American Dairy
Association of Kentucky.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny O'Daniel on
Sept. 11 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Robertson on Sept. 17.
Fifty years ago
Elected as officers of the Lynn
Grove Beta Club were Pat Lamb,
Beverly Rogers, Kay Norsworthy,
Rosalyn Chumbler, Deanna Cooper
and Patricia Jackson.
Sixty years ago
Fire destroyed Jones Grocery at
South Ninth and Sycamore Streets
according to owners Mr. and Mrs.
Madison Jones.

Mom of occasional smoker
thinks she's gone to pot
DEAR ABBY: I am a 30year-old single mom of two young
girls. After my divorce, I returned
to my hometown where my fernily is. I'm enrolled in school
full time and set to graduate in
two semesters. I have a 3.7 GPA,
my girls are well-adjusted and
w ell behaved, and
I have my
own place.
My mom primarily
watches my'
girls
when
I'm in school,
and 1 feel
lucky to have
her support.
The other
By Abigail
day,
Mom
Van Buren
came into my
room
and
opened my bedside drawer. Like
most people, this is where 1
keep my most private things.
She discovered that I had a pack
of cigarettes and some marijuana. Abby. I don't smoke often,
but sometimes when the kids
are down and things are taken
care of, I like to smoke a joint,
watch some shows and fall asleep.
I take care of my responsibilities, and I don't feel like an
occasional joint impacts me negatively.
Mom now says she will no
longer watch her grandchildren
and doesn't want to see me again!
I feel completely hurt, violated
and disrespected. We said some
nasty things to each other, and
I can't help but feel like she is
completely wrong for reacting
the way she did. Any advice
would be much appreciated. -RESPONSIBLE (OCCASIONAL) SMOKER IN OHIO
DEAR
RESPONSIBLE:
Your mother overreacted, but she
should not have been going into
your drawer(s). Apologize for

Dear Abby

whatever you said to her in the
heat of anger. (She should also
apologize to you for snooping.)
Make whatever arrangements you
need for child care apart from
your mother, and either quit
smoking or do it away from
your home.
Children are a lot sharper
than they are often given credit for, and their sense of smell
is particularly acute. In a few
short years, they will recognize
that Mommy "smokes," so quit
setting a bad example. That way,
when you tell them that smoking is bad for their health, you
won't be a hypocrite.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I have been
married for a year. Before we
met, my husband posted pictures
of his ex on his Facebook page
photo album. I have asked him
to remove them because I feel
insulted and hurt. I don't think
it's right his keeping them on
the page now that we are married. I feel it's disrespectful to
our marriage and inconsiderate.
We have been fighting over
this, and it's ruining our relationship. Can you enlighten me
about this? -- NO. 1 LADY IN
SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR LADY: I don't blame
you for being upset. By now
your husband should have outgrown the need to publicize his
previous conquests. While your
husband may be thinking that
keeping the pictures up makes
him look worldly, what it shows
is his insensitivity to the woman
he married, and I think that's
sad for both of you.
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips. Contact Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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Theodore Roosevelt, campaigning
for the White House as the Progressive ("Bull Moose") candidate,
went ahead with a speech in Milwaukee after being shot in the
chest by New York saloonkeeper
John Schrank, declaring, "It takes
more than one bullet to kill a
bull moose."
In 1944, German Field Marshal Erwin Rommel committed
suicide rather than face trial and
certain execution for allegedly conspiring against Adolf Hitler.
In 1947, Air Force test pilot
Charles E.("Chuck") Yeager broke
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Dr. Komareff

the bone-on-bone effects. Thus,
regular exercise is good for the
joints.
But there are exceptions, and
I'm an example I jogged pretty
much every day for 35 years -until my right hip joint wore out.
My hip bone was rubbing against
my thigh bone, and it hurt. Yet
my left hip was completely normal. I got a right hip replacement, and the pain has been gone
ever 51/1Ce

So why did one of my hips
go bad, but the other didn't? I
had an injury to the main muscle in my right thigh when I was
a teenager. That muscle has never
been as strong since. Years of
jogging on asphalt probably put
too much stress on my right hip.
I should have stopped jogging
when my right hip started to hurt,
but I didn't. Yes, doctors can make
dumb mistakes.
I advise my patients who, like
you, come from a family that
tends to get osteoarthritis to choose
regular exercise that minimizes
the striking of bone on bone.
Since my hip replacement, I use
an elliptical cross-trainer.
You can do other things to
protect yourself against getting
osteoarthritis. If you are obese,
lose weight. The extra weight puts
extra stress on most of your joints.
If you have injured a joint -- particularly if you have had a fracture that involves the joint -- be
especially careful about activities
that stress that joint. Ditto for
injuries to muscle that protects a
joint, as in my case.
Bottom line: Moving is better
than not moving -- for your joints
and for your overall health.
(This column is an update of
one that ran originally in October 2011.)
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

ing or even a long ride home from the grocery
store!
Yes, that meat should be cooked or frozen within three to five days of purchase, regardless of the
printed date (poultry even faster, within one to two
days).
Same with lunchmeat. especially after the package has been opened. Most importantly, if it does
not look right, smell right or taste right, TOSS IT
OUT! — Heloise
PS.: Kudos to the store for giving you a refund!
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
TASTY TRUFFLES
Dear Heloise: What is a truffle/truffle butter? I
see it all the time on cooking shows, but they
never say what it is. — AR., via email
Truffles are an exotic and very expensive mushroom.' They grow underground, which makes them
hard to find, thus the high cost. Most are found in
Europe, but others locales include: Oregon in the
United States, France and Italy. and China has
them, too. Female pigs (they love the smell — it's
like testosterone to them) and dogs are trained to
dig when they smell the scent.
Truffle butter is softened butter with grated pieces
of truffles mixed in and is very tasty, but not cheap!
— Heloise
CUTTING MELONS
Dear Heloise: A grapefruit knife (serrated and
curved) to separate melon flesh from the rind works
wonderfully. If the slice is larger, use it on each
side. This works on all melons. — Ruth L., Colorado Springs, Colo.

EASIER MEASURING
Dear Heloise: When measuring shortening, removing it
from the measuring cup can be
a bit troublesome. When I hake
cookies, most recipes call for
an egg.
First, break the egg into the
measuring cup and swirl it
around, then dump it into the
batter. Then fill the cup with
the shortening. A little swirl with
a spatula will release the shortening. It will slip
right out, with no leftovers in the cup. — Linda
A., Huntington Beach, Calif.
Ribs Don't Make Their Date
Dear Heloise: I had an experience that I think
needs to be shared. I bought (on July 22) PORK
RIBS in a vacuum-sealed package that had an Aug.
9 "use before" date.
I planned to use it the following Sunday, Aug.
3, so I left it in the refrigerator. I did not freeze
it, since I would be using it before the printed
"use by" date. I could tell right away that the meat
was bad when I opened it. I took it back and they
gave me a refund, but told me if you don't use it
within a couple of days of purchasing, you should
freeze it. I had no idea. What about bacon and
lunchmeat that we leave in the refrigerator? —
Corine B., via email
Bacon and luncheon meats are in a little bit
different category. They typically have the words
"use by" ALONG WITH "or freeze by" on the
package.
In your case, the meat went bad before you
even got to the printed date. There are many reasons why this could have happened, from improper handling to a hole or puncture in the packag-
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Heloise
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the sound barrier as he flew the
experimental Bell XS-1 (later X1) rocket plane over Muroc Dry
Lake in California.
In 1959, actor Errol Flynn died
in Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada, at age 50.
In 1960, Democratic presidential candidate John F. Kennedy
suggested the idea of a Peace
Corps while addressing an audience of students at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
In 1964, civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr. was named
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I like
to exercise, but people ill my family tend to get osteoarthritis. Is
exercise good or bad for my
joints?
DEAR READER: A joint is
a place where two or more bones
come together. Your question has
a sun* and a more complicated answer. The simple answer is:
For most people, regular
exercise
is
good for the
joints.
The more
complicated
answer is that
certain types
of exercise
can put pressure on the
joints.
For
By
example,jogDr. Anthony
ging on hard
Komaroff
surfaces such
as street asphalt causes the bones
of the pelvis, hip and knee to
pound against each other. That
pounding can start to damage
joints.
On the other hand, even walking around puts pressure on many
joints -- for example, the spine,
hip and knee. Yet most people
don't develop serious arthritis from
walking. That's because muscles
around a joint protect it from
being injured. They help keep the
bones from pounding on each other.
Regular exercise strengthens those
muscles, and those muscles protect the joints.
Our joints are like car tires.
The more you drive on tires, the
faster they'll need to be replaced.
Regular exercise that doesn't cause
bone to drive against bone -- like
swimming or, to some extent, an
elliptical cross-trainer -- is clearly beneficial. It strengthens the
muscles.
Even considering regular exercise that does cause bone to pound
on bone, like jogging on hard
surfaces, for most people the muscle-strengthening efforts overcome

Hints From Heloiso

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, October
14, the 287th day of 2015. There
are 78 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On October 14, 1890, Dwight
D. Eisenhower, 34th president of
the United States, was born in Denison, Texas-.'"
On this,41ate;
In 1586, Mai'y, Queen of Scots,
went on trial in England, accused
of committing treason against
Queen Elizabeth I. (Mary was
beheaded in February 1587.)
In 1912, former President
EtIX Et

On balance, exercise is good
for your joints
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SAVE BIG ON THE BOLD 2016

TOYOTA CAMRY!
LEASE A NEW 2016 CAMRY SE

4-Door Sedan Model #2546

'Due at signing includes $1,000 TFS Lease Subvention Cash

ANY NEW 2016 CAMRY - INCLUDES HYBRIDS

THE TOYOTA CAMRY
WAS RANKED
ON THE 2015
\

BONUS CASH4
• 60 rnontrily payments of $16.67 per $1000 borrowed. • Bonus Cash must be used thru Toyota Fnancial Servioes only.
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$11699 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING
'Due at signing includes $900 TFS Lease Subvention Cash

DUE AT LEASE SIGNING
:Due at signing includes $640 TFS

5-door midsize hybrid sedan model Two #1223

DUE AT LEASE SIGNING
•Due at signing includes $1,620 TFS Lease Subvention Cash

ANY NEW

ANY NEW 2015 OR 2016

CAMRY GAS • CAMRY HYBRID

Every New
Toyota
Comes With
ToyotaCare.

OR ANY NEW 2015

AVALON GAS • AVALON HYBRID • COROLLA
PRIUS Liftback • PRIUS r • PRIUS v • YARIS
RAV4 • SIENNA • VENZA
PLUS BONN CAM UP TO $1001 ION nua moons!

CUSTOMER CASH

2015 PRIUS v
2015 PRIUS Liftback
2015 AVALON .it4.1-.(-2W.tin3.R.19.s
2015 VENZA
2015 CAMRY INCLUDE HYBRIDS
2016 CAMRY INCLUDES HYBRIDS
2015 PRIUS c
2015 COROLLA
2015 RAV4
2015 SIENNA

$2,500
$2,250
$ 2,000
$2,000
$ 1,500
$ 1,500
$1,500
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
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ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY &IMO COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS"
THAT'S OVER &ABOVE ALL OTHER /NCENTIVES/

I

=ID
FOR ALL
TOYOTA OFFERS

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!

1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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Let's Go Places
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